Wind meter
‘Just detectable’
distortion
Morse decoding program
Afterthought... or after thought?

When you think about the adverse effects of tape head becoming magnetized, inevitably will — loss of high frequency response and undue background noise — the solution becomes obvious. Demagnetization. The Bib Tape Head Demagnetizer is BSI proved, simple to use for both reel-to-reel and cassette tapes. A probe is simply brought to within 3 millimetres of the tape head and held there for about 3 seconds — so there is no risk of damage to the head itself. And, if used regularly, you can be sure of getting the best possible reproduction from your tape machine.

Don’t wait until you can actually hear the problem. Think about preventing it now with a Bib Tape Head Demagnetizer — part of the Bib Audioophile range of quality audio maintenance products. Displayed in leading department stores and specialist audio dealers, the Bib Audioophile Centre contains all you need to keep your audio equipment in peak condition.

Ref. 90 AE.
RRP £8.74 inc. VAT.

Wind meter
‘Just detectable’ distortion
Morse decoding program
FREE PROJECT BOOK WITH APS NEW EBBO BREADBOARDS
WITH EACH EBBO IC-1 OR DC-1 STARTER PACK A FREE STEP BY STEP 10 PROJECT BOOKLET ANYBODY CAN BUILD ELECTRONIC PROJECTS WITH EBBO MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF YOU CAN'T

POWERACE THE MOST EXPENSIVE BREADBOARD IN THE WORLD

Three poweraces that give you the ultimate in breadboarding. Built in power supplies and a FREE logic

SUPERSTRIP SS2 THE BIGGEST SELLING BREADBOARD IN THE WORLD

When you buy a SUPERSTRIP BREADBOARD you buy a breadboard to last you for ever, we give you a LIFETIME guarantee. SUPERSTRIP is the most used breadboard by hobbyists, professionals and educationalists because it gives you more for your money ... With 840 contact points SUPERSTRIP accepts all DIP's and discrete components and with eight bus bars of 25 contact points each SUPERSTRIP will take up to nine 14-pin DIP's at any one time. You should only buy a SUPERSTRIP breadboard once so buy the biggest seller with a lifetime guarantee.

SUPERSTRIP SS2 923252 PRICE INCL VAT £9.78

DIP-DIP-DIP-DIP-DIP-JUMPERS
AP DIP JUMPERS ARE THE LOWEST PRICE IN THE UK

- EX-STOCK DELIVERY
- 5 STANDARD LENGTHS 6, 12, 18, 24, 36"
- WITH 14, 16, 24, 40 CONTACTS
- FULLY ASSEMBLED AND TESTED
- INTEGRAL MOULDED ON STRAIN RELIEF
- LINE BY LINE PROBABILITY

SINGLE ENDED DOUBLE ENDED all prices 1-9 off. Huge discounts for quantity

CONTACTS 24"
12"
18"
24"
36"
14 £1.67 £2.27 £2.91 £2.63
16 £1.89 £2.45 £3.12 £2.97
24 £2.74 £3.78 £4.30 £3.94
40 £3.80 £5.11 £5.91 £6.22 £6.81

We can supply DIP, SOCKET, PCB, CARDBEDGE RS223, assemblies made up, tested, ready for use, cheaper than you can buy the parts, ask for quote.

TEST-CLIP TEST-CLIP

Clip an AP TEST-CLIP over an IC and you immediately bring up all the leads from the crowded board into an easy working level. 22 NEW AP TEST-CLIPS TO PICK FROM

TC 14 923695 £2.76
TC 16 923700 £2.91
TC 24 923714 £8.50
TC 40 923722 £12.88

Clip an AP TEST-CLIP over an IC and you immediately bring up all the leads from the crowded board into an easy working level.
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NEW THE NEW MODULAR CIRCUIT BUILDING SYSTEM

The NEW Modular Circuit Building System

NEW EB30

Until now hobbyists had to buy professional wireless breadboards for their projects and pay professional prices. But now there's EBBO, a brand new modular breadboarding system that offers everything to hobbyists and schools. All the components are colour-coded and letter-number indexed and because EBBO is expandable, you can add to your system as many of the available compatible modules as you need.

BASIC INTEGRATED CIRCUIT STARTER PACK

This Starter Pack includes two component strips, two dip/dip jumper sets and a support/support strip already in an EBBO tray. It is suitable for an introductory starter project containing ten IC projects with step-by-step instructions complements the pack IC-1 Starter Pack £4.24

BASIC DISCRETE COMPONENT STARTER PACK

This Starter Pack contains a tray, discrete component strip, battery holder and connector and project booklet with ten projects.

DC-1 Discrete Starter Pack £6.47

All prices shown are recommended retail incl. VAT. To efficiently send direct, please S.A.E. and payments to EEP General Dept., Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS. Open channel frequencies £1.00, back issues (if available) £1.00, back issues (if available) £1.00, payments to EEP General Dept., Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.
February 1981 Latest Test Equipment

**COMMUNITY VOLT METERS AND MULTIMETERS**

- **Biron & Schwarz**
  - Type 1602A Digital Multimeter - 200kHz - £250.00
  - Type 1602B Digital Multimeter - 200kHz - £250.00

- **Fluke**
  - Type 28 2 1/2 Digit DC Multi-Function Meter - 200kHz - £250.00
  - Type 28 3 1/2 Digit AC Multi-Function Meter - 200kHz - £250.00

- **General Radio**
  - Type 1842B 2 1/2 Digit DC Multi-Function Meter - 200kHz - £250.00

**ANALYSERS**

- **SISIO**
  - Type 100 3 1/2 Channel Logic Display - £300.00
  - Type 1550 3 1/2 Channel Logic Display - £300.00

- **Marconi**
  - Type 3500 B 3 1/2 Channel Logic Display - £300.00
  - Type 3510 B 3 1/2 Channel Logic Display - £300.00

**BAND & COMPONENT TESTS**

- **AEG**
  - Type 4560 2 1/2 Band & Component Tester - £250.00

**BRIDGES & COMPONENT TESTERS**

- **AEG**
  - Type 4560 2 1/2 Band & Component Tester - £250.00

**FREQUENCY METERS**

- **Yokogawa**
  - Type 5540A Frequency Counter - DC - 500kHz - £250.00

**SIGNAL SOURCES**

- **Heathkit**
  - Type 7000A 2 1/2 Digit Signal Generator - £300.00

**SIGNAL GENERATORS**

- **Marconi**
  - Type 3521A Signal Generator - £300.00

**OSCILLOSCOPES**

- **Fluke**
  - Type 54832 Oscilloscope - DC - 1000kHz - £250.00

**POWER SUPPLIES**

- **National**
  - Type 6012A Power Supply - DC - £250.00

**RECORDERS**

- **Marconi**
  - Type 3510B Recorder - £250.00

**OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT**

- **Edmunds**
  - Type 8801A Universal System - £250.00

**THE ELECTRONIC BROKERS GUARANTEE**

Unless otherwise stated, all test equipment sold by us carries a 12 month warranty; For VDUs and Teletypes we offer a 90 days warranty, and computers are offered with on site acceptance and diagnostic tests (which may qualify them for independent on-going maintenance).

When you buy from Electronic Brokers you know the equipment is in 'top notch' condition. It is refurbished in our own service laboratories and checked to meet the original manufacturer's sales specifications. And it's serviced by our own highly qualified technicians.

A copy of our Trading Conditions is available on request.
Electronic Brokers—Europe’s Premier Used Computer Company offer

SUPERLATIVE USED EQUIPMENT—AS NEW CONDITION

February 1981

Latest Computer Equipment

**PDPII C.P.U.s**
- DEC PDP 11/40 Dual cassette drive for 11/40 systems with 120Kw and 240Kw memory, £1950.00.
- DEC PDP 11/45 Dual cassette drive for 11/45 systems with 240Kw and 480Kw memory, £2850.00.

**PDPII OPTIONS**
- DEC 11/40 Dual cassette drive for 11/40 systems with 120Kw and 240Kw memory, £1950.00.
- DEC 11/40 Dual cassette drive for 11/40 systems with 240Kw and 480Kw memory, £2850.00.

PDPII MEMORY
- DEC 11/40 Dual cassette drive for 11/40 systems with 120Kw and 240Kw memory, £1950.00.
- DEC 11/40 Dual cassette drive for 11/40 systems with 240Kw and 480Kw memory, £2850.00.

**PDPE CPU, MEMORY, OPTIONS**
- DEC 11/40 Dual cassette drive for 11/40 systems with 120Kw and 240Kw memory, £1950.00.
- DEC 11/40 Dual cassette drive for 11/40 systems with 240Kw and 480Kw memory, £2850.00.

**TERMINALS**
- DEC 11/40 Dual cassette drive for 11/40 systems with 120Kw and 240Kw memory, £1950.00.
- DEC 11/40 Dual cassette drive for 11/40 systems with 240Kw and 480Kw memory, £2850.00.

**VOUS & HACKLINE**
- DEC 11/40 Dual cassette drive for 11/40 systems with 120Kw and 240Kw memory, £1950.00.
- DEC 11/40 Dual cassette drive for 11/40 systems with 240Kw and 480Kw memory, £2850.00.

**DISKS**
- DEC 11/40 Dual cassette drive for 11/40 systems with 120Kw and 240Kw memory, £1950.00.
- DEC 11/40 Dual cassette drive for 11/40 systems with 240Kw and 480Kw memory, £2850.00.

**MAGNETIC TAPE**
- DEC 11/40 Dual cassette drive for 11/40 systems with 120Kw and 240Kw memory, £1950.00.
- DEC 11/40 Dual cassette drive for 11/40 systems with 240Kw and 480Kw memory, £2850.00.

Electronic Brokers Limited
61/65 Kings Cross Road
London WC1X 9LN England
Telephone: 01-278 3461
Telex: 298694 Elebro G

Electronic Brokers is the largest source for buying and sale of used computers in Europe. Our speciality is dealing in DEC Data General and many of the numerous and well-known manufacturers of related systems and peripherals such as Teletype, Teletype Terminals, Teletype Terminals and Teletype Terminals. All available equipment offered by Electronic Brokers is guaranteed by the original manufacturer.

Our customers come from the fields of industry, education, research, government, and general commerce. We have met their needs time and time again. Whether your requirements are quick replacement, low cost development systems, additional capacity for existing equipment, or a cost-effective and compatible configuration — we are only one call or letter away. Call us on 01-278-3461 and speak to our staff about changes that might be familiar with your equipment needs.
HART ELECTRONIC KITS LTD.

For those who missed our recent bargain, we now are delighted to be able to supply an improved performance model of the Linsley-Hood cassette recorder. This new kit is designed to meet the Linsley-Hood Cassette Recorder 2 and a type will be available soon. The kit consists of all passive components, and employs a high-quality CMOS chip set which can be assembled by anyone. We now have a special introductory price of £7.60 plus VAT. Complete kits are available except batteries, only £7.60 plus VAT.

LINSLEY-HOOD 30 WATT AMPLIFIER

The new improved performance model of the Linsley-Hood Cassette Recorder incorporates our VFL, 50% soft Kathleen and circuit modifications to increase fidelity. Circuit boards are smaller and improved too retain the outstanding increase and speech arrangement used in the Linsley-Hood Cassette Recorder.

LINSLEY-HOOD CASSETTE RECORDER 2

NEW LINE OF MICROVOLT METERS

A.C. MICROVOLT METER

VOLTAGE & db RANGES

15uV, 50uV, 150uV, ... 500V fed.
Acc. ± 1% plus 1% of full scale.
£100, 100uV, 500uV, £2.00, 2.50
Scale—20pB ± 22B ref. 1mV/6000.
RESPONSE
± 3dB from 1 Hz to 3MHz.
± 0.3dB from 4 Hz to 1MHz above 500V.
3.66B filter switch: C/201 B, 10kHz 686K or 20kHz.
INPUT IMPEDANCE
Above 50mV 100M ± 20%.
50mV to 500mV > 5M ± 10%.
AMPLIFIER OUTPUT
150mV at 50W.

D.C. MICROVOLT METER

VOLTAGE RANGES

30pV, 100pV, 300pV, ... 300V
Acc. ± 1% plus 1% or full scale.
30pV, 100pV ± 2% C/201 Kz.
LOG. RANGE
± 5V ref. ± 1% bias ± 5V ref. ± 5% bias.
RECORD OUTPUT
1V at 50W ± 2%.

These instruments incorporate many useful features, including low battery life. All A/J models have 83-conc tube sockets and case sizes of 90W x 45W x 150W. A/J models have 12-conc tube sockets and case sizes of 90W x 45W x 150W. LEM models have 12-conc tube sockets and case sizes of 90W x 45W x 150W. All models incorporate many useful features, including low battery life.

LINSLEY-HOOD CASSETTE RECORDER 1

We are the Designer Approved suppliers of kits for this excellent design. We are the Designer Approved suppliers of kits for this excellent design.
FAST ERECTING

CLARK

MASTS

For World-wide Telecommunications in the 1980s

Clark Masts Ltd. are specialists in the design and manufacture of telescopic and sectional mast systems. With over 25 years' experience in supplying masts to meet exacting military and civil specifications we have the expertise you can depend on.

Extended heights 4m-30 metres capable of lifting headload 1 kg-200 Kgs., sectional or telescopic air operated for field or vehicle mounting. Write or phone us for details today.

INSIST ON

VERSATOR

BY PROFESSIONALS—
FOR PROFESSIONALS

The VERSATOR range of telescopic and tilt-over towers cover a range of 25ft to 120ft (7.5M to 36M)

Designed for Wind Speeds from 85mph to 117mph conforming with CP3 Chapter V, part 11.

Functional design, rugged construction and total versatility make it first choice for telecommunications.

Trailer mounted or static, the VERSATOR solves those difficult problems of antenna support, access and ground level maintenance.

A programme of continuous product development has led to a range of over 50 models, all available at highly competitive prices. This coupled with our quality assurance scheme ensures that we maintain the leader position we enjoy today.

VERSATOR

THE PROFESSIONALS' CHOICE

STRUMEC

VERSATOR SYSTEM

PORTLAND HOUSE, COPPICE SIDE
BROWNHILLS, WEST MIDLANDS
TEL: (0543) 4321 TELEX: 335243 SEL
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HIGH QUALITY

WIDE CHOICE

Keithley D.M.M. Test Equipment:
Quality. With machines like the 169 shown above, 3½ digits, 2½% accuracy. A non-nonsense five function D.M.M. at a no-nonsense price.

Choice. The Keithley range spans Pocket, 3½, 4½, 5½ digit D.M.M.'s, many with I.E.E.E. options. So we can be sure of having exactly the right product for your own requirements. Priced to a standard that very few people can equal.

LOW COST
Why the Sinclair ZX80 is Britain's best-selling

Built: £99.95

Including VAT, post and packing, free course in computing, free mains adaptor.

This is the ZX80. A really powerful, full-feature computer, matching or surpassing other personal computers at several times the price. 'Personal Computer World' gave it 5 stars for excellent value! Benchmark tests say it's faster than all previous personal computers.

Programmed in BASIC - the world's most popular language - the ZX80 is suitable for beginners and experts alike. And responses from enthusiasts has been tremendous - over 20,000 ZX80s have been sold so far!

Powerful ROM and BASIC interpreter

The 4K BASIC ROM offers remarkable programming advantages:

- Unique "one-touch" key word entry. The ZX80 eliminates a great deal of tireless typing. Key words (RUN, PRINT, LIST, etc.) have their own single key entry.
- Unique syntax check. A cursor identifies errors immediately.
- Excellent string handling capability - takes up to 26 string variables of any length. All strings can undergo all relational tests (e.g. comparison).
- Up to 26 single dimension arrays.
- FOR/NEXT loops nested up to 26.
- Variable names of any length.
- BASIC language also handles full Boolean arithmetic, condition expressions, etc.
- Randomise function, useful for games and secret codes, as well as more serious applications.
- Timer under program control.
- PRINT and RETURN ability of machine code instructions.
- High-resolution graphics.
- Lines of unlimited length.

Unique RAM

The ZX80's 1K-BYTE RAM is the equivalent of up to 4K BYTES in a conventional computer - typically storing 100 lines of BASIC.

No other personal computer offers this unique combination of high capability and low price.

The Sinclair teach-yourself BASIC manual

If the specifications of the Sinclair ZX80 mean little to you - don't worry. They're all explained in the specially-written 128 page book that comes with every ZX80. The book makes learning easy, exciting and enjoyable, and represents a complete course in BASIC programming - from first principles to complex programs.

Kit or built - it's up to you

In kit form, the ZX80 is pleasantly easy to assemble, using a fine-tipped soldering iron. And you may already have a suitable mains adaptor - 600mA at 9V DC nominal unregulated. If not, see the coupon.

Both kit and built versions come complete with all necessary leads to connect to your TV (colour or black and white) and cassette recorder. Plug in and you're ready to go. (Built versions come with mains adaptor.)

Massive add-on memory. Only £49.95.

The new 16K-BYTE RAM pack is a complete module designed to provide you - and your Sinclair ZX80 - with massive add-on memory.

You can use it for those really long and complex programs - or as a personal database. (It will cost as little as half the price of competitive add-on memory for other computers.)

For example, you could write an interactive or 'conversational' program to show people what your ZX80 can do. With 16K-BYTES of RAM, they could be talking to your computer for hours!

Or you can store a mass of data - perhaps a fairly simple program - such as a name and address list or telephone directory.

And by linking a number of separate programs together into one giant, but modular, program, you can achieve the same effect as loading several programs at once.

We're also confident that it won't be long before you can buy cassette-based software using the full 16K-BYTE RAM. So keep an eye on the personal computer magazines - and brush up your chess perhaps!

The RAM pack simply plugs into the existing expansion port on the rear of the ZX80. No wires, no soldering. It's a matter of seconds and you don't need another power supply. You can only add one RAM pack to your ZX80 - but with 16K-BYTES who could want more!

How to order

Demand for the ZX80 exceeds all other personal computers put together! So use the coupon to order today for the earliest possible delivery. All orders will be dispatched in strict rotation. We'll acknowledge each order by return, and tell you exactly when your ZX80 will be delivered. If you choose not to wait, you can cancel your order immediately, and your money will be refunded at once. Again of course, you may return your ZX80 as received within 14 days for a full refund. We want you to be satisfied beyond all doubt - and we have no doubt that you will be.

To: Science of Cambridge, FREEPOST 7, Cambridge CB2 1YY.

Remember: all prices shown include VAT, postage and packing. No hidden extras. Please send a cheque or postal order to Science of Cambridge Ltd for £

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sinclair ZX80 Personal Computer kit(s)</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>Sinclair ZX80 manual, includes mains adaptor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>79.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sinclair ZX80 Personal Computer kit(s)</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Sinclair ZX80 BASIC manual and mains adaptor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sinclair ZX80 RAM pack(s)</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>Sinclair ZX80 RAM pack(s)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sinclair ZX80 Manual(s)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Sinclair ZX80 Manual(s)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>49.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sinclair ZX80 Manual(s)</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>Sinclair ZX80 Manual(s)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Add your Sinclair ZX80 may qualify as a business expense. TOTAL: £

Please enclose a cheque/postal order payable to Science of Cambridge Ltd for £

Please print

Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss...
Address: ...

POST - no stamp needed.

WWW
POWER SUPPLY?

Take your pick from the SN series

Bang & Olufsen’s SN 14, 15, and 16 are versatile current and voltage supply units for use in the lab, production, workshop and training centers.

Which one you choose will depend on what you need.

SN 14: 0-20V/0-2A remote controllable
SN 15: 0-30V/0-1A remote controllable
SN 16: 2x0-30V/0-1A and 5V/3A

Bang & Olufsen electronic instruments are also, wavemeters, oscillators, milliohmeters, voltmeters and distortion meters.

UK agent: Danbridge (UK) Limited, Sherwood House, High Street, Crowthorne, Berkshire RG11 7AT
Tel.: (03446) 2369 TLX: 847782

Bang & Olufsen

DK - 7660 Struer
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Testing... Testing... Testing...

The New FM/AM 1000s with Spectrum Analyser - we call it the SUPER-S

A portable communications service monitor from IFR, light enough to carry anywhere and good enough for most two-way radio system tests. The FM/AM 1000s can do the work of a spectrum analyser, oscilloscope, tone generator, deviation meter, modulation meter, signal generator, wattmeter, voltmeter, frequency error meter - and up to five service engineers who could be doing something else!

For further information contact Mike Taylor

FieldTech Ltd
Heathrow Airport
London Hounslow
TW8 3AF
Tel.: 01-759 2811
Telex: 23734 FLDTEC G

For full details on all Amcron Products write or phone Chris Flack

Kirkham Electronics
MILL HALL, MILL LANE, PULHAM MARKET, DISS, NORFOLK IP21 4XU
DIVISION OF K.R.S. LIMITED
TELEPHONE (037976) 639/594

Model — M600

- POWER RESPONSE DC — 20kHz ± 1dB.
- OUTPUT POWER IN EXCESS OF 1.5kW INTO 2.75 Ohm LOAD (CONTINUOUS R.M.S.).
- D.C. OUTPUT 20 AMPS AT 100 VOLTS OR 2kV.
- HARMONIC DISTORTION LESS THAN 0.05% DC-20kHz AT 1kW INTO 6 OHMS.
- PLUG-IN MODULES: CONSTANT VOLTAGE/CURRENT, PRECISION OSCILLATORS • UNIPOLAR AND BIPOLAR DIGITAL INTERFACES, FUNCTION GENERATORS, AND MANY OTHERS.
- OUTPUT MATCHING TRANSFORMERS AVAILABLE TO MATCH VIRTUALLY ANY LOAD.
- FULL OPEN AND SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION GUARANTEED STABLE INTO ANY LOAD.
- TWO UNITS MAY BE CONNECTED TO PROVIDE UP TO 4kW.
- INTERLOCK CAPABILITY FOR UP TO EIGHT UNITS.
- 3-YEAR PARTS AND LABOUR WARRANTY.

For full details on all Amcron Products write or phone Chris Flack

Kirkham Electronics
MILL HALL, MILL LANE, PULHAM MARKET, DISS, NORFOLK IP21 4XU
DIVISION OF K.R.S. LIMITED
TELEPHONE (037976) 639/594
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www.americanradiohistory.com
For top performance at low power change down to ZN426 D to A.

You want a monolithic 8-bit digital to analogue converter for low power applications? Go for ZN426. It has on-chip 2.5V precision reference and takes only 5mA from a single 5V supply. Ferranti DAC's give reliable performance and reduce costs.

Send for data or contact: I C Marketing, Ferranti Electronics Limited, Fields New Road, Chadderton, Oldham, OL9 8NP. Telephone: 061-624 0515. Telex: 668038

FERRANTI Semiconductors

SERIES III + COMPATIBILITY

Series III and III S precision pick-up arms are suitable for all cartridges having 3/4" fixing centres, weighing not more than 12 grams and requiring a tracking force not higher than 2.5 grams. They are adaptable to suit the mass and compliance of the cartridge, which may employ a moving coil, moving iron, moving magnet or any other generating principle.

Series III arms are true low mass designs with headroom to increase effective mass as desired whereas with high mass arms reduction is generally impracticable.

We shall be pleased to send you information sheet No. 24 which tells you how to adjust effective mass to suit your cartridge. It could make all the difference to your listening.

SME
The best pick-up arm in the world

Write to Dept 0660, SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex, BN4 3G Y, England

MORE SPEC. FOR YOUR MONEY

TYPE 631 FILTER OSCILLATOR
£112 & 2.5% carriage, ins. etc.
COVERS THE RANGE 8Hz to 10kHz

MODES

ACCEPT 0 from less than 1 to over 300
REJECT 96 dB notch
HI and LO PASS 12 dB per octave
OSCILLATE Sinusoid and squarewave

PRICE INCLUDES VAT

TYPE 631F — £19.13 & 2.5% carriage, ins. etc.
Low frequency version 0.005Hz to 10kHz

OTHER ELECTRONICS, RIVERSIDE, EVANSFOOD, KENT TN4 4AX
Tel: Farningham 92222 052287

Prices, which are gross and ex VAT, are correct at the time of going to press and are subject to change without notice.

FROM OMB ELECTRONICS
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POWER UNITS

Now available with 3 OUTPUTS

Type 250VRU/30/25

OUTPUT 1: 0-30v, 25A DC
OUTPUT 2: 0-70v, 10A AC
OUTPUT 3: 0-250v, 4A AC

ALL Continuously Variable

Valradio

VALRADIO LIMITED, BROWELLS LANE, FELTHAM MIDDESEX TW14 7HE
Telephone: 01-890 4242/4837
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The NRD 515 is a PLL-synthesised communications receiver of the highest class featuring advanced radio technology combined with the latest digital techniques. The NRD 515 is full of performance advantages including general coverage, all modes of operation, PLL digital VFO for digital tuning, 24-channel frequency memory (option), direct mixing pass-band tuning, etc. JRC's 65 years of radio communications experience will give you assurance. The NRD 515 is but a single item from the JRC product range which extends the all the way to full marine radio installations for super-tankers.

LOWE ELECTRONICS Ltd.
CHESTERFIELD ROAD, MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE DE4 5LE
TEL: 0629 2430/2817

CS1830 FROM TRIO

CS1577A Dual 2MHz/2MHz Signal Delay etc

Also

CS1830 SYNTHESISED HF MONITORING RECEIVER
NRD 515 MULTICHANNEL MEMORY UNIT
NVA 615 LOUDSPEAKER UNIT
CFL 260 600Hz CW FILTER

The NRD 515 is a PLL-synthesised communications receiver of the highest class featuring advanced radio technology combined with the latest digital techniques. The NRD 515 is full of performance advantages including general coverage, all modes of operation, PLL digital VFO for digital tuning, 24-channel frequency memory (option), direct mixing pass-band tuning, etc. JRC's 65 years of radio communications experience will give you assurance. The NRD 515 is but a single item from the JRC product range which extends the all the way to full marine radio installations for super-tankers.

LOWE ELECTRONICS Ltd.
CHESTERFIELD ROAD, MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE DE4 5LE
TEL: 0629 2430/2817
PHILIPS METERS MAKE A FINE FAMILY

PM 2517 digital multimeter
- Full four digits
- Choice of LED or LCD display
- True RMS AC readings (AC coupled)
- Autoranging with manual override
- Current up to 10 A
- Options include temperature and data hold probes

Reader inquiry number 220

PM 2505 electronic analogue multimeter
- 62 measuring ranges
- High V and A sensitivity
- 10 MS input impedance
- Continuity check by sound signal
- Linear resistance ranges to 30 MΩ
- Automatic polarity indication
- Unique movement for high accuracy and repeatability

Reader inquiry number 221

OSCILOSCOPE VALUE STARTS HERE

PM 1207 dual trace oscilloscope
- Ideal for service and general purpose applications
- 15 MHz/5mV
- Triggering from either channel or external input
- Auto TV triggering
- Same sensitivity on X and Y channels
- B-invert facility
- Full 8 x 10cm screen

Reader inquiry number 222

PHILIPS INTELLIGENT COUNTERS - THE RESOLUTION FOR '81

PM 6667 and PM 6668 high resolution counters
- 1 Hz (PM 6668) or 120 MHz (PM 6667)
- Reciprocal technique giving fast high resolution measurements down to 10 Hz
- Auto triggering on all waveforms and duty cycles
- 15 mV RMS sensitivity
- High stability X-tal oscillators: 10”/month
- Microprocessor control

Reader inquiry number 223

LF PRODUCT WITH A SPECIAL TOUCH

PM 5190 LF synthesizer
- 0.01 Hz - 2 MHz frequency range
- JIC - Dus interface standard for total remote control
- Microprocessor control with LED indication
- Extremely accurate frequency setting

Reader inquiry number 224

TWO EXAMPLES FROM THE WIDE PULSE RANGE

PM 5716 pulse generator
- 1 Hz - 50 MHz repetition rate
- 600/100 mV rise and fall times
- 2V-20V amplitude within the range of -2V - +20V
- Independent control for upper and lower pulse levels
- Pulse amplitude limiter to protect device under test.
- Built-in 50Ω backmatch
- Versatile facilities for external triggering, gating and pulse amplifying

Reader inquiry number 225

PM 5705 pulse generator
- 0.1 Hz to 10 MHz frequency range
- TTL - compatible outputs, normal and complementary
- 1.2V to 15V into 50Ω for TTL, HNII and MOS applications
- Baseline offset from 0 up to +2V
- External triggering on positive or negative going slope, gating and single shot facilities
- Education package 5705 E also available

Reader inquiry number 227

BIG NEW CATALOGUE AVAILABLE FREE

The 1981 Philips Test and Measuring Instruments catalogue is available now and it's free.

Within its 300 pages are details and specifications of the full Philips range, including all the latest products.

Send for your copy by circling reader inquiry number 228.

Distributors for Philips Test and Measuring Instruments

All the products in this advertisement, with the exception of the pulse and LF equipment, are available from Philips Service Centres. Telephone 01-835 1050 for the address of your nearest branch.

The PM 2517 digital multimeter and PM 3207 oscilloscope are also distributed by Wessex Electronics Ltd. 114-116 North Street, Dowend, Bristol BS1 2SE. Tel: 0272-571404.

These facilities are in addition to the comprehensive sales and support service provided by the Philips Electronic Instruments Department (see address below).

INPUT

Reproduced by copyright permission of the Editors of Wireless World.

Send for your copy of the latest edition of the Philips Test and Measuring Instruments catalogue, which is available now.

The catalogue gives full specifications of the full Philips range, including all the latest products.

Send for your copy by circling reader inquiry number 228.

The products in this advertisement, with the exception of the pulse and LF equipment, are available from Philips Service Centres. Telephone 01-835 1050 for the address of your nearest branch.

The PM 2517 digital multimeter and PM 3207 oscilloscope are also distributed by Wessex Electronics Ltd. 114-116 North Street, Dowend, Bristol BS1 2SE. Tel: 0272-571404.

These facilities are in addition to the comprehensive sales and support service provided by the Philips Electronic Instruments Department (see address below).
COMMUNICATION TUBES — EX STOCK

4.65A 5763 Q0616-40A
4-125A 6080 Q0617-60
4.25A 6146/A/B Q0618-100
4.40A 5155 Q0619-125
4.100A 6156 Q0620-250
4CX250B 7527 Q0621-400
4CX350A 8640 Q0622-500
4CX1500A 9540 & MORE
4CX1500B QQV03-10

4/F POWER TRANSISTORS — EX STOCK

2N3375 2N5102 BLY33 BLY788
2N5533 2N6230 BLY34 BLY799
2N6362 2N6591 BLY36 BLY791
2N7373 2N6641 BLY3A BLY792
2N6460 2N6642 BLY75 BLY793
2N4127 2N6643 BLY83 BLY813
2N4128 2N6680 BLY84 BLY814
2N6507 2N6801 BLY85 BLY587
2N6501 2N6802 BLY87 BLY868
2N6590 2N6983 & MORE

SEND FOR DETAILS TO: AERO ELECTRONICS (AEL) LTD
GATWICK HOUSE
HORLEY, SURRY, ENGLAND
TEL: (02934) 5353
TELEX 87116 (AERO G)
CABLES AERO G TELEX HORLEY

THE PROBLEM: Logging telephone and radio messages without spending a fortune on equipment or hiring an expensive technician to operate.

The solution: the new Racal Recorders Autostore.

AUTOSTORE

Low-cost voice-logging for people with more important things to do.

RELIABILITY

Available in 4 or 6 channel versions, and with integral micro-processor controlled automatic time search capability to enable rapid message retrieval. Autostore is engineered to the very highest standards by the company which pioneered air traffic control recording techniques.

FULL DETAILS

For full details of Autostore send off the coupon today.

Autostore

Tel: (0703) 643325 Telex: 47600

We also stock transistors, diodes, TTL, CMOS, capacitors, switches, connectors etc. Free catalogue available to trade customers only. Enquires welcome.

Harrison Bros.

Electronic Distributors

22 Milton Road, Westcliff-on-Sea
Essex SS0 7NN England
Tel. Southend-on-Sea (0702) 32338

The problem: logging telephone and radio messages without spending a fortune on equipment or hiring an expensive technician to operate.

The solution: the new Racal Recorders Autostore.

SIMPPLICITY

With its automatic cassette-loading and fully automatic changeover from one deck to another, Autostore can—quite literally—be operated by whoever happens to be around.

And it provides over 24 hours of unattended continuous recording on eight channels.

VERSATILITY

Able to log radio and telephone messages simultaneously, Autostore can form part of a new system—or fit just as easily into an existing one.

And its uses vary from ambulance, fire, police and security applications to the recording of financial transactions, conferences, oil installation communications and taxi services.

Please add £1.50 handling charge and 15% V.A.T.

We also stock transistors, diodes, TTL, CMOS, capacitors, switches, connectors etc. Free catalogue available to trade customers only. Enquires welcome.

Harrison Bros.

Electronic Distributors

22 Milton Road, Westcliff-on-Sea
Essex SS0 7NN England
Tel. Southend-on-Sea (0702) 32338
Professional Quality

**LEDs**

Our range of discrete light-emitting diodes currently provides about 400 variations in size, shape, light output and colour.

A few of the most popular types are listed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Lens color</th>
<th>Price each (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L32RD</td>
<td>Miniature types</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L321D</td>
<td>3mm diameter</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L32D</td>
<td>Diffused lens</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L51RD</td>
<td>6mm (0.2m)</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L511D</td>
<td>diameter</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L51YD</td>
<td>Diffused lens</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L51GD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Minimum order value £20 (£100 export). Plus postage and packing.

---
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The Mark III series of DIY HiFi.

The Ambit catalogue - now with the new Part 4 for 1981.

The most complete range of specialist radio components in Europe.

**CB-RADIO ACCESSORIES**

The LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS of CB ACCESSORIES in the U.K. Come and see the biggest and best selection of CB Radio Accessories from all the leading manufacturers, including:

* MURA RADAR
* TELEX
* HAHARA
* ZAERIX
* NVRAMA
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Minimum order value £20 (£100 export). Plus postage and packing.
Did you know that Elektor is the only monthly electronics magazine to supply printed circuit boards for featured projects? At present over 300 different boards are available with designs covering many aspects of the hobby, ranging from microcontrollers to electronics in the car. Included among the variety of constructional articles described in the February issue of Elektor you will find circuits for noise reduction and a 150w AC-DC converter for use in your car.

Place an order with your newsagent or order direct from Elektor Publishers Ltd., 10 Longport, Canterbury, Kent. Price 60a (+20p postage and packing)

sales
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Quartz Crystals

HEWLETT-PACKARD 3484A RMS/DC 19in 120cm £150.00
MARCONI TF 300 Sensitive Voltmeter £110.00
PHILIPS PM 6620 5 Digit £85.00
SMITH & NOYES 0.1Hz - 10MHz £120.00
SOLARTRON 838 D.M.N £280.00

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
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**Memories**

2114-300ns 1k x 4 SRAM £2.25  
4116-200ns 1k x 1 DRAM £2.61  
2708-450ns 1k x 8 EPROM £3.60  
2516-450ns 2k x 8 EPROM £7.20  
2716-250ns 2k x 8 EPROM £7.20  
2532-450ns 4k x 8 EPROM £18.00

Please add 50p for postage—Prices exclude V.A.T.  
Send s.a.e. for price list.

**STRUTT LTD.**  
ELECTRONIC COMPONENT DISTRIBUTORS  
MANUFACTURERS & SUB-CONTRACTORS  
to the ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY

3c Barley Market Street  
Tavistock  
Devon, England PL19 0JF  
Tel. Tavistock (0822) 5439/5548  
Telex: 46263

**the indispensable BIRLY**

**DIAL backgrounds**

**THRU-LINE WATTMETER**

0-450-2000MVA / 0-150000 watts  
The Standard of the Industry  
What more need we say...  
Exclusive UK representative

**aspen electronics limited**

2 KILDARE CLOSE, EASTCOT, MIDDLEX, M14 5SR  
TELEPHONE: 01-868 1168 — TELEX: 8815727  
WW—48 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

**TRUE AS AN 'ARROW'**

Professional Wire and Cable Fasteners  
for all installation requirements.

**TELEPHONE — ELECTRONICS**

**COMMUNICATIONS — ALARM**

**SYSTEMS, ETC...**

**PAICE AP360 POWER AMPLIFIER**

AP360 Stereo Power Amplifiers have been well-tried and  
proven in the music industry. They prove that  
sound quality, ruggedness and reliability can be  
combined in one amp.

Independent power supplies eliminate crossstalk and  
ensure an accurate sound reproduction.

**Power Output:** 180 Watts RMS per stereo channel,  
into 4 Ohms.

AP360 (jacks) £170.00  
AP360 (XLR) £180.00  
(Ind. carriage U.K. Mainland Excl. V.A.T.)

Manufactured in England by:  
PACE INDUSTRIAL  
EQUIPMENT LTD.  
Queen's Road, Royston SG8 5AQ  
Tel. (0763) 45321. Telex 817929

**EXtensive Range of NEW FLUORESCENT**  
**EDiTRiCk BRoKERS**

**DISPLAY ELECTRONICS**

Would like to wish all their customers  
and business associates a Very  
Happy and Prosperous 1981

**Electronic Brokers**

61-65 King's Cross Road  
London, WC1X 8LN  
Tel. 01-278 3461 — Telex 2986994  
Fax: 01-278 3161

**FURTHER DETAILS**
a new look for the 80's

There's so much that's new about these phones...
Just detectable distortion levels

Attempts to arrive at a practical criterion for assessing audio equipment

by James Moir, F.I.E.E. James Moir & Associates

Are distortion levels of 0.1% really detectable when present in audio equipment as being reproduced? asks the author. Many tests are usually carried out in the belief that if a value is of the order of magnitude of 0.1% of greater value if information were available on the levels of distortion that are just detectable or just acceptable, he says. This article first examines the various signal characteristics that affect the detectability of distortion to the ear, then reviews attempts that have been made to determine 'just-detectable' distortion, including a new technique devised by the author. Finally the author gives some actual examples of what he considers to be 'just-detectable' distortion levels in various kinds of audio equipment.

Equipment suppliers generally provide a reasonable amount of information on the extent of the harmonic distortion produced by their amplifiers and tuners, though less frequently on loudspeakers and most other components. This distortion data is usually in the form of a quotation of the total harmonic distortion (t.h.d), the r.m.s. sum of the individual harmonic distortion components, that are responsible for the subjective judged distortion.

The 'just detectable' level is a function of so many variables that a precise specification, a single figure such as 0.1% or 1%, is unlikely to emerge from the discussion. Even in the simplest situation where the test signals are single-frequency tones it is impossible to specify a single figure without setting wide limits. An experienced observer will detect the addition of a second or third harmonic when this is less than 0.1%, but, given the opportunity to make repeat comparisons of the distorted and undistorted tone, he will lower the detection level by a factor of less than 0.01% distortion becomes indetectable. But the 'just detectable' level of distortion in sinusoidal tones is rarely of more than academic importance and need not be given further consideration.

However, the same problem exists when attempting to detect the presence of distortion in a musical programme, if the test facilities allow a smooth variation of the distortion content the 'just detectable' distortion (JDD) level continues to decrease by about 0.1% for every doubling of the peak signal amplitude. Thus if any figure is meaningful without providing full information on the test routine.

The specification of the 'just detectable' distortion in programme material is inherently more difficult, for the signal is continuously varying in amplitude and in consequence the instantaneous value of the distortion is also varying continuously.

Fig. 1 is a chart recording of the instantaneous levels during a nine minute period of 'Molly on the Shore' (Grainer) taken from an Enigma recording No. K: 53574. Between points 1 and 2 the level will be seen to vary by about 20dB but this is not an extreme example for records are capable of holding a volume range of at least 50 to 60dB and this range is commonly employed.

If we now look at some data on the variation of the distortion with signal output level of a typical amplifier and a domestic type of loudspeaker, we get the results illustrated by Fig. 2. If it is assumed that a maximum level of 95dB at 1 metre is the highest level that will be reproduced it is seen that detector content in the region of 3%. At a level below 95dB the distortion has fallen to less than 1%. The amplifier introduces much less distortion into the signal. If the sound level of 95dB is achieved by a power output of 10 watts (a rather audacious assumption) the distortion introduced is about 0.1% or less and it falls even lower at lower power outputs. Thus the distortion that is audible in the acoustic signal is practically all due to the loudspeaker and it varies over a range of about 30 to 1 when the acoustic signal output varies over a range of about 30 to 1. Thus in the audible distortion there is a predominance of pattern. The JDD level continues to decrease by about 0.1% for every doubling of the peak signal amplitude. Thus if any figure is meaningful without providing full information on the test routine.

The specification of the 'just detectable' distortion in programme material is inherently more difficult, for the signal is continuously varying in amplitude and in consequence the instantaneous value of the distortion is also varying continuously.

The featured is the 'just detectable' distortion level in programme material is inherently more difficult, for the signal is continuously varying in amplitude and in consequence the instantaneous value of the distortion is also varying continuously.

The figure for the JDD and these will be briefly considered, but the wide spread of the values.

The order of the harmonics introduced by the various loudspeakers is 1.094 for the JDD and these will be briefly considered, but the wide spread of the values. In spite of all these complications there are many attempts to determine a figure for the JDD and these will be briefly considered, but the wide spread of the values.

In spite of all these complications there are many attempts to determine a figure for the JDD and these will be briefly considered, but the wide spread of the values.

Using a system claimed to be flat between limits of 40Hz and 14kHz, Olson suggested that the introduction of 0.7% distortion was just detectable. For the bass frequency, he was the same for both even order distortion, and the odd order distortion, a conclusion that is supported by the variance with almost all the data obtained

A 3.5% total level was used as the basis for the frequency response and the average or F.M. amplitude (V.U. meter) may have the disadvantage of indicating the presence of intermodulation peaks that do not result in audible distortion. In many applications the use of a p.m. type meter may only result in a reduction in the signal to noise ratio, even for a passage that contains perhaps one peak having a duration of several seconds will sound 'dirtier' than a sinusoidal wave of a few milliseconds. The characteristic sound of peaks of the same amplitude, but each of short duration, even though the total duration of the peaks is the same for both passages.

However, there are other factors that are of significance. It is well established that distortions of the simple amplitude dependence type (harmonic distortion) are less obvious when the distortion level is not a function of the frequency or spectrum. The data quoted later suggests that the just detectable value of distortion in the frequency range of at least ten times the just detectable value at frequencies in the 1000Hz region. Thus the just detectable level is very much higher than that which would be expected to depend not only on the distribution in time of the peak amplitude, but also on the frequency band in which they occur. Characteristically the sustained peaks occur in the low frequency where the distortion introduced is least obvious. Indeed it has even been claimed that distortion introduced in the lower audio frequencies is 'rich' sound 'flat', a view that is unlikely to appeal to the hi-fi purist.

There are also many evidence that the intermodulation distortions that result from second order curvature are very much more disturbing subjectively than the distortion introduced by odd order curvature. All these considerations suggest that any simple single figure value that is quoted as an objective indication of the effective total distortion in a system is unlikely to agree with the subjective quality deterioration, for the annoyance aroused by the presence of the distortion that is not perceived but is still there, but it is not known how much the harmonic responsible for the major proportion of the subjective quality deterioration.

In summary the just detectable distortion level is:

1. The ratio of the peak-to-peak amplitudes of the signal during the effective listening interval.

2. The duration of each amplitude peak.

3. The frequency band in which the maximum distortion occurs. Distortion of at least 0.1% is tolerable for perhaps twenty milliseconds in the same listening period.

4. The order of the harmonics introduced by the various loudspeakers is

- The resultant quadratic intermodulation distortion components are less objectionable than those of the cubic intermodulation components.

- In spite of all these complications there are many attempts to determine a figure for the JDD.

- Using a system claimed to be flat between limits of 40Hz and 14kHz, Olson suggested that the introduction of 0.7% distortion was just detectable. For the bass frequency, he was the same for both even order distortion, and the odd order distortion, a conclusion that is supported by the variance with almost all the data obtained

- Using a system claimed to be flat between limits of 40Hz and 14kHz, Olson suggested that the introduction of 0.7% distortion was just detectable. For the bass frequency, he was the same for both even order distortion, and the odd order distortion, a conclusion that is supported by the variance with almost all the data obtained

- Using a system claimed to be flat between limits of 40Hz and 14kHz, Olson suggested that the introduction of 0.7% distortion was just detectable. For the bass frequency, he was the same for both even order distortion, and the odd order distortion, a conclusion that is supported by the variance with almost all the data obtained
monic amplitude by r.m.s. sum. was a quotation of a just detectable value. He of distortion values to be expected in any another, an illustration of the wide spread systems for which the measured harmonic compared with the unweighted values obtained produced only the first order intermodulation company the intermodulation products if the presence of total distortion components of were made with calibration markings and these were recorded for each observer and averaged over about twenty determinations to obtain the quoted JDD value. Additional readings were taken at a distortion level in practice with limits in the range 0.8% to 1.3% but it should be remembered that weighting in this way prevents their values being directly com pared with the unweighted values obtained by other researchers.

Wigan (1961) made a very comprehensive investigation of the problem and came to the conclusion that the subjectively judged unpleasantness is a function of the time-rate-of-change of the departure of the signal from normal. As pointed out earlier in the discussion these conclusions are difficult to apply to a practical case where only the harmonic data are available. They do, however, confirm the earlier suggestions that there are likely to be wide limits on any suggestion of the just detectable value for the JDD.

More recently Fryer made a very thorough investigation of the problem using a distortion producing technique that introduced only the first order intermodulation distortion components into a clean signal. Skilled male listeners could detect the presence of total distortion components of about 2% to 4% in piano music and 4% to 5% in other types of programme. However his circuitry did not introduce the harmonic distortion that would inevitably accompany the intermodulation products if they were produced by curvature of the transfer characteristics of an amplifier or other circuit component. If the harmonic components had been included the r.m.s. sum would probably have been near the top end of the quoted JDD range of 4%, but, as with Shorter's weighted data, his JDD percentage cannot be directly compared with the data obtained by others.

Recently we took the opportunity of making a re-assessment using modern equipment. A 15in/master tape recording of a concert orchestral programme was used as a signal source, the amplifier output being fed to a pair of headphones chosen for their good frequency response and particularly low distortion. We were particularly interested in the audibility of cross-over distortion, a particularly annoying form of distortion. A simple addition to the bias circuitry in a good amplifier allowed the bias on the output stage to be smoothly varied by a single knob control from the under-biased to the over-biased condition, thus varying the amount of cross-over distortion over a wide range.

The amplifier output signal was monitored by an oscilloscope to show up any amplitude limiting and to reproduce the calibration waveforms. Bias on the output stages was adjusted until distortion on the programme material when subjectively judged was just detectable, each observer spending as much time as he wished in finding the point at which the distortion was 'just detectable'. The bias control knob carried calibration markings and these were recorded for each observer and averaged over about twenty determinations to obtain the quoted JDD value. Additional readings were taken at a distortion level well below the 'just detectable' to confirm that the residual distortion 0.13% in the equipment was unlikely to affect the results obtained.

This is a very sensitive technique for determining the 'just detectable distortion' for after a few comparisons the subject begins to recognise the particular form of distortion introduced into the music by the bias change. During subsequent comparisons the subject becomes increasingly sensitive to that particular distortion. After 10-15 minutes' experience his sensitivity to the distortion has probably increased by a factor of at least ten times.

As pointed out earlier in the discussion the actual distortion content in the reproduced music cannot be directly measured but can be approximately indicated. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the programme material at which the distortion was just detectable was marked on the oscilloscope face and a sine wave signal of the same peak-to-peak value substituted. This sine wave signal across the headphones was then analysed in the conventional manner using a Marconi Type TF2330 narrow band analyser, all components up to about the 20th being separately measured. Fig. 4 indicates the amplitude of all the harmonics that were present and also reveals the waveform of the sine wave signal having the same peak-to-peak amplitude as the programme signal. If the r.m.s. sum of the programme is taken in the conventional manner it is 1.2%, or if we multiply each harmonic by \( n^{2} \) then it is 15%. It is an interesting observation that when using simple 3 or 4-bit optical encoders has appeared over the years, but they have operating range, suitable for close hauled courses and so on in the very top units can introduce distortions that are below 1% (40dB down) at half their rated output power. Amplifiers in the very top class, but still below 0.001% class (60-80dB down).

Acockpit display of masthead windspeed and direction has become an essential for offshore racing yachts and is very useful for the cruising yachtsman. A number of commercial instruments are available, but they tend to be very expensive. The main requirements for such as instrument are as follows.

- the masthead unit must be small, light and weatherproof.
- the number of wires coming down the mast must be reasonably small.
- both speed and direction systems should work over a speed range of about 1 knot to 60 knot. At lower speeds, boat motion makes the indications unreliable, while at higher speeds it is only too evident what the wind is doing.
- the direction display should have a resolution of 1°, at least, that the wind is coming from.
- the system should operate from a 12V accumulator with a low current consumption.

To the best of the author's knowledge, no instrument suitable for amateur construction which meets all the above requirements has been described previously. A number of wind direction indicators using simple 3 or 4-bit optical encoders has appeared over the years, but they have inadequate resolution. A high-resolution direction indicator with a limited angular operating range, suitable for close hauled use, is described in Reference 1.

**Operating principle**

The most difficult problem in designing this type of instrument is the selection of the method of encoding the wind direction information. Commercial 360° rotation, low-friction potentiometers, choppers, resolvers and non-contacting digitizers can all be eliminated due to cost and availability problems.

The encoding technique adopted is one originally described by Tysoe. The principle of operation will be described with reference to Fig. 2. A cup anemometer and a wind vane, shown in Fig. 1, are mounted on a pair of softball shafts, which carry a pair of opaque discs with a small clearance between them. A fixed annular disc surrounds the small-diameter direction disc. These three discs are shown separated in Fig. 2, for clarity. A light source is located below the discrometer disc. The clock photocell, fitted above a hole in the fixed anodized, produces a pulse train as the circle of holes in the anemometer disc.

![Fig. 1. Complete masthead assembly.](image1)

**Fig. 1.** Complete masthead assembly. The encoding technique adopted is one originally described by Tysoe. The principle of operation will be described with reference to Fig. 2. A cup anemometer and a wind vane, shown in Fig. 1, are mounted on a pair of softball shafts, which carry a pair of opaque discs with a small clearance between them. A fixed annular disc surrounds the small-diameter direction disc. These three discs are shown separated in Fig. 2, for clarity. A light source is located below the discrometer disc. The clock photocell, fitted above a hole in the fixed anodized, produces a pulse train as the circle of holes in the anemometer disc.
(which are referred to as the clock track) sweep past, the frequency of this clock-pulse train giving the wind speed. Once per revolution of the anemometer disc, the reference hole past the reference photodetector and an output pulse results. Also once per revolution, at a point dependent on the angular position of the direction disc, the two coincidence holes pass each other and the coincidence photodetectors produce an output pulse. The number of clock pulses occurring between the reference and coincidence pulses gives the wind vane angle. In this simple form, the angular resolution is equal to the angle between successive clock-track holes. This resolution limit can be overcome by using a phase-lock-loop frequency multiplier to increase the clock frequency.

Mechanical design of masthead unit

This article is primarily concerned with the electronics of the system, but to assist potential constructors, some hints of the mechanical design will be included. A cross-section view of the prototype masthead unit is shown in Fig. 3 and photographs of the various components are re-produced in Figs. 4 and 5. The unit was constructed inside a piece of PVC tubing, the various discs being cut from glass-fibre printed-circuit board. The clock track has 36 holes 1.7mm diameter, equally spaced on a 40mm diameter circle, the clock photodetector window in the fixed annulus is 10mm diameter and all the other holes in the discs were about 1.7mm square. The light source consists of two tubular, linear-filament, automotive tail-light bulbs with the end contacts removed to fit them in the available space. Ball bearings are secured in the end fittings and the shafts fixed in the bearings with an adhesive such as ‘Loctite Bearing Mount’. The spacing between the discs (about 0.4mm) was set using temporary spacers between them while the adhesive on the shafts cured. This procedure avoids the need to accurately machine bearing-locating shoulders. Adjacent faces of the discs were painted matt black, while the rear faces of the discs and the rest of the interior was painted white.

The wind vane can be constructed from a variety of materials, the major requirement being that it should be of light weight and accurately balanced about its axis of rotation. A strong, well-balanced cup anemometer is difficult to make, so a commercial unit, manufactured by VDO and obtainable from chandlers was adapted. This anemometer, which had a mean cup radius of about 44mm, was found to give a clock calibration factor of 22.5 knots, since the system speed calibration is adjustable, any convenient commercial or home-made anemometer could be substituted.

Power supply

A 9V supply was selected for the instrument, since it can conveniently be derived from a 12 volt battery system. The circuit of a suitable regulator is shown in Figure 7.

Masthead circuit

To provide high-level, low-impedance signals to drive the long wires down the mast, the three photodetector outputs are amplified in the masthead transceiver unit. The necessary circuitry conveniently fits on a circular printed-circuit board which mounts on the direction end fitting, as shown in Fig. 5. The circuit of the masthead system is shown in Fig. 8. The two 12V bulbs in series are operated so far below their rating that they should have a very long life. It is desirable that the clock and coincidence amplifiers just swing to full output when the anemometer disc is rotated slowly and the direction disc is in.
These comparators are very tolerant of the incoming signals. The reference gramme material of the best quality in the transmission generally provides pro-reel-to-reel machines but the variation distortion spectra of a gramophone recording. The distortion content of cas-tion components are due to the odd order sign is changed it may be necessary to the position which gives the smallest...
**Prestel goes international**

Prestel, the public viewservice of British Telecommunications is to add new international facilities in its facilities in July this year. The decision to implement Prestel Internationally, as it is called, was made following the outcome of an international market trial which ran throughout 1980. The trial involved more than 300 business users in seven countries and had the co-operation of the telecommunications authorities and carriers concerned.

The international service is expected to follow the format found most successful in the trial – information for specific business sectors. These included, for example, the electronic publishting of statistics and commodity prices, plus a considerable use of 'closed user groups' in which organisations have exclusive use of certain parts of the information bank to meet their own needs. It will have a single database, which will be quite separate from the one used for Prestel in the UK. It will be supplied to United States, the United Kingdom and West Germany.

The three satellites which will be launched to support the international service are expected to be completed in 1982. London, and the third one will be launched from the United States.

**Data convention in Europe**

In the past few months a European convention on data exchange and protection has been drawn up and has been approved by the committee of ministers of the Council of Europe. At the time of writing it is due to be formally signed by the member states within the next few days. The creation aims to move obstacles to the free passage of data between the countries of Europe by encouraging them to treat each other's data protection measures in the same way. It specifies that each country must have this protection legislation in force before it can join the convention. When that legislation must be in place, and for a period of two years, each country must be registered and the authorities responsible must be notified by the other member states. The new convention will be doubly effective.

The EEC project is to create a single market for data exchange in which large European companies will have to pay for any information to be exchanged or transferred. The convention has been welcomed by a number of countries, including the United Kingdom and Germany, but there are concerns that the convention may be too lenient.

**Levy on blank video cassettes?**

At the first meeting of the British Videogram Association's Council of Management, Donald MacLean of Thorn-EMI was elected Chairman and Maurice O'Brien of CBS, Vice-Chairman. Peter Scaping will act as Secretary while the Association is becoming established.

Videogram producers are evidently experiencing roughly the same problems as those in the audio recording industry; the Association's Secretary, while the satellite is the first US domestic commercial satellite to operate at these frequencies. The aerial beams, which are defined in the Space Shuttle, are designed to deliver higher power to metropolitan regions in the United States.
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C.b. Green Paper
CBA’s response

In response to the invitation extended by the Home Office in the Green Paper-discussion document. The Campaign for Better Access to Information and Associated motorists has submitted a detailed reply with a letter dated December 1981. This is quite possible, to lose the 27MHz immediately, using the Advanced Raster Graphics System. One feels that the CBA has submitted a substantial interdepartmental document, which may, for that reason, not carry with it the influence it case deserves.

In a written answer on December 13, Mr. William Whitehall, the Home Secretary, said that he was "disposed to allocate frequencies to Open Channel Radio in the 850-930 MHz. This is in line with recommendations contained in the dissertation 'Open Channel', published in August.

On December 18, the Home Office was still engaged in correlating the 12,000-plus responses to the discussion document, it appears that Mr Whitehall has not felt compelled to pay excessive attention to the views expressed, which were, according to the Home Office department doing the correlating, greatly in favour of frequencies of over 930 MHz.

Jupiter probe

The Galileo satellite will transport an atmospheric probe to the Jupiter probe late as the decade as part of NASA’s planetary exploration programme. The carrier will receive scientific data from the probe on its descent through the Jovian atmosphere and then relay it to Marisat stations located some 100,000 miles behind Earth. The probe carrier spacecraft will be launched from the Vandenberg AFB in March 1984 and will transport the Galileo probe to Jupiter, where it will perform a flyby in 1994.

News in brief

The BBC was able to open its 22nd local radio station on December 7, and the number rises by over 12,000, with a telephone calls and two television channels reduce the data demand, the number of interdepartmental agreements and the number rises by over 12,000,000, with a telephone calls and two television channels were heavily over-subscribed, particularly in areas where the ground of its potential high gain antenna range. It also mentions the possible danger to health of such frequencies, particularly in hand-portable use.

The CBA is accused of "grudgingly overrating" the problems of interference to television and other users of the 27MHz band. The CBA claim that, in the ten countries covered, "nothing serious" has happened, and that there are still engaged in correlating the 12,000-plus responses to the discussion document.

One of astronomical objects. The coherent transponder will produce a coherent signal, which is then transmitted to the probe carrier spacecraft, which will then send back a copy of the received signal. The coherent transponder will use a frequency of 11 GHz, which is less congested than the 11 GHz band, which is more congested than the band.

The sponsors, Audio Trade, are able to announce this. The reason is simply that the Galileo program is a demonstration of the potential of the 11.780-computer system for use in telecommunications networks using data on a telephone network. Each computer can display image displays. The display system used the Advanced Raster Graphics System (ARGs) of Sigma Electronics, using electronic images consisting of a matrix of up to 512 x 512 picture elements. It can switch between the screen, plotter, and printer, allowing the user to control the system.

Cable and Satellite Communications, was launched on NASA’s 6 October. When it is placed in its permanent orbit, it will take up a position 42 degrees west of the equator.

During 1979, around 30 million telephone calls were made between the UK and USA, and the number is expected to increase by 30% by 1985. Each new set of communication satellites must have increased traffic capacity with one, and an IntelSat V has the capacity of an International System for:

- Telecommunication
- Data transmission
- Fax services
- Satellite television

All these services are not spun for stability, but due to the large number of satellites, the satellites are heavily over-subscribed. Further novel features include the use of the 14-19 GHz band, which is less congested than the 2-6 GHz band - also used in the 4-6 GHz band. The 14-19 GHz frequencies can be used for different purposes such as telecommunications equipment, with a refurbishing and calibration service. The display system used the Advanced Raster Graphics System (ARGs), of Sigma Electronics, using electronic images consisting of a matrix of up to 512 x 512 picture elements. It can switch between the screen, plotter, and printer, allowing the user to control the system.

Galileo Probe Carrier

The Galileo probe will transport an atmospheric probe to the Jupiter probe late as the decade as part of NASA’s planetary exploration programme. The carrier will receive scientific data from the probe on its descent through the Jovian atmosphere and then relay it to Marisat stations located some 100,000 miles behind Earth. The probe carrier spacecraft will be launched from the Vandenberg AFB in March 1984 and will transport the Galileo probe to Jupiter, where it will perform a flyby in 1994.

More satellite communications for shipping

A new global satellite communications system is being set up to meet the growing international telecommunications needs of the world’s shipping and offshore industries during the 1980s. Initiated by the International Maritime Satellite Organization (Inmarsat), the Inmarsat system will replace the current Marisat service with a new system of geostationary communications satellites, known as the Inmarsat system. The Inmarsat system will provide coverage of the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian oceans and will also act as a follow-up to the current Marisat system. Transition from Marisat to the new system is expected to be made in early 1982.

The decision by Inmarsat to involve contracts to three major suppliers - ESA, Inmarsat and Conmat - worth 180 million US dollars over the period 1982-84.

Radar simulators are needed to help train operators in control procedures. Marconi Radar simulators have already started work on the RAF recently, to design new and significant real-time system with the views expressed. The computer-generated models are designed to depict any type of aircraft or radar systems as well as geographical or meteorological factors. The equipment interfaces readily with all types of display and communication equipment. It can be set up either in the workshop or can be added to an operational radar system, when it may be used in conjunction with the operational radars of the system.

Electronic Brokers Ltd, who market second-hand scientific equipment, have added a further 20 receivers to their inventory, with a refurbishing and calibration service. Photosensitive epileptics are urged to ensure that the CBA have submitted a substantial interdepartmental document, which may, for that reason, not carry with it the influence it case deserves.
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Morse decoding

A machine-code program for decoding Morse transmissions on a home computer

by N. Kyriazis

Decoding Morse by means of a computer is a fairly simple matter and many programs have already been produced for home computers such as the TRS 80. This article describes such a program, which was written in machine code for the Z80-based Wireless World scientific computer.

The main advantages offered by this program are that it can be used to decode either machine or manually produced Morse signals and that it provides a certain amount of immunity to the effects of noise and interference associated with short-wave reception, which would normally cause unacceptable decoding errors.

To minimize the effects of poor sending and to encourage the use of a short-wave reception, the following features have been incorporated in the program:

- The ability to recognize and reject the effects of short-lived interference, such as that generated by ignition systems.
- The ability to recognize and reject short gaps in the transmission which may occur as a result of the type of interference described above. (These gaps may be severe in more advanced receivers which have effective noise limiters.)
- Generous tolerance for the definition of
- The provision of simple 'filtering' of characters, spaces, etc., to cater for the different "fists" of c.w.
- The program compares the time lengths of mark periods, i.e. periods of tone output from the receiver, and space periods, i.e. periods of no output, with a predetermined time unit. The tone mentioned here is, of course, the audio output from the receiver, which is converted into the receiver's code, usually around 750-1000 Hz. This audio output from the receiver must be converted to a logic-compatible signal, so that it can be fed into the computer via one of the five serial inputs. But I was used in this application, but any other bit may be used if required by modifying the program instruction following the IN instruction, details of which will be given later. The various elements of Morse characters are defined as follows:

- A dot has a duration of one unit of time.
- A dash has a duration of three units.
- Elements of the same character are spaced one unit apart.
- Characters are spaced three units apart.
- Words are spaced at least five units apart.

To make the program tolerant to sending errors (bad "fists") and to minimize the effects of interference, as mentioned earlier, the time unit values for the elements of the Morse characters are modified as follows:

- A dot becomes a mark period which is between one half and two units long.
- A dash becomes a mark period which is two or more units long.
- An inter-element space is from one half to one and a half units long.
- The space between characters is from one half to four units long.
- Words have a space between them of four units or more.

A maximum limit of eight units length is placed upon the dash by the program as will be described later. Mark or space periods less than one half unit long are regarded as the result of interference and are dealt with accordingly by the program.

It may seem initially that there is too much tolerance in the definition of these basic Morse elements; in fact, for example, a dash has a range of 4:1 in time duration. It has been found, however, that this method works well in practice and most hand-sent Morse is accurately decoded.

The program in machine code

The main program, as depicted in the flow-chart, uses two subroutines, one to test the input from the computer and the interface to determine whether a mark or a space is being inspected (in this case the interface gives a logic "0" when a tone is seen and a logic "1" when there is no tone) and another to display the decoded Morse character. More details of these subroutines will be given later in this description.

Referring again to the flow-chart, the program begins by clearing the MARK and SPACE counters to HEX 00, setting the UNIT to HEX 0C (corresponding to about 17 w.p.m.) and the CHAR to 01 (one space).

Next, the TEST INPUT subroutine is called and if the input is a mark, the MARK counter is incremented. If the mark value reaches eight units the program will wait until a space is detected and then return to the start and reset. Hence, mark periods are limited to eight units and if one tone to the calibrator of the receiver the program resets automatically as it sees a mark greater in length than eight units. If the mark does not reach eight units the MARK counter is incremented. The SPACE counter is then incremented but if the space does not reach one half unit in length, it is regarded as a break due to interference and its length is added to the mark period. If the space count does reach a length of half a unit then it is regarded as a valid space, so the program checks whether the mark is greater than two units and if so inserts a dash (logic "0") in the CHAR register. If the MARK is not greater than two units a dot (logic "1") is inserted.

The MARK register is now reset 00 and the program enters the SPACE count sequence at block D.

The SPACE counting sequence that starts at block C is almost identical to the

Program description
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- The space between characters is from one half to four units long.
- Words have a space between them of four units or more.

A maximum limit of eight units length is placed upon the dash by the program as will be described later. Mark or space periods less than one half unit long are regarded as the result of interference and are dealt with accordingly by the program.

It may seem initially that there is too much tolerance in the definition of these basic Morse elements; in fact, for example, a dash has a range of 4:1 in time duration. It has been found, however, that this method works well in practice and most hand-sent Morse is accurately decoded.

The program in machine code

The main program, as depicted in the flow-chart, uses two subroutines, one to test the input from the computer and the interface to determine whether a mark or a space is being inspected (in this case the interface gives a logic "0" when a tone is seen and a logic "1" when there is no tone) and another to display the decoded Morse character. More details of these subroutines will be given later in this description.

Referring again to the flow-chart, the program begins by clearing the MARK and SPACE counters to HEX 00, setting the UNIT to HEX 0C (corresponding to about 17 w.p.m.) and the CHAR to 01 (one space).

Next, the TEST INPUT subroutine is called and if the input is a mark, the MARK counter is incremented. If the mark value reaches eight units the program will wait until a space is detected and then return to the start and reset. Hence, mark periods are limited to eight units and if one tone to the calibrator of the receiver the program resets automatically as it sees a mark greater in length than eight units. If the mark does not reach eight units the MARK counter is incremented. The SPACE counter is then incremented but if the space does not reach one half unit in length, it is regarded as a break due to interference and its length is added to the mark period. If the space count does reach a length of half a unit then it is regarded as a valid space, so the program checks whether the mark is greater than two units and if so inserts a dash (logic "0") in the CHAR register. If the MARK is not greater than two units a dot (logic "1") is inserted.

The MARK register is now reset 00 and the program enters the SPACE count sequence at block D.

The SPACE counting sequence that starts at block C is almost identical to the
MARK sequence as far as the handling of short mark periods is concerned but when a valid mark is encountered, i.e. a mark of more than a half unit long, it checks whether the SPACE count is less than one and a half units. If less than one and a half units long, the space is regarded as an inter-element space. If the SPACE is added to the UNIT, the sum divided by two and the result entered in UNIT again. This results in an exponential of the UNIT towards the value representing the incoming SPACE. The receiver program can now adapt itself to the speed of the sender, provided it is not less than two thirds or greater than twice the present speed (about 17.5 W.P.M.). If the speed is greater than one and a half units then the space is regarded as a character space and the display subroutine is called. The SPACE register is incremented by a fixed number (HEX content of the table), the C register will contain a number equal to the number of elements being inserted in CHAR. A machine language listing is given in note a standard W.W. scientific compiler format starting at 0C16. The IN PUT routine is at 0C6 and the display routine at IC8 with the corresponding table at OC6 to 0000, the H.S.EQ. equivalent of MARK characters, and 0140 to 03B4, the ASCII equivalent of MARK characters. The instruction E6 02 at 0C0 is used to mask bit 1 of the input. This may be modified if another bit is used. If bit three in the instruction becomes E6 08. Note, however, that the byte at 0C05 may be changed to a value equal to three times the weight of the bit used, e.g. HEX 18 for bit t. The initial preset speed by which the receiver is to be altered by changing the byte at 0C05 or to a value equal to the unit of time of the desired speed in milliseconds, for example, for five, e.g. for 12 W.P.M. the unit of time is 1000 so 0C05 should be changed to HEX 14.

A simple receiver interface was made by the author using parts from an old "Pocket box" but for better results he recommends that a more effective circuit be built using ideally a p.p.l. tone switch such as the NE567 arranged to give a t.t.t. output with logic "0" given when the switch is open and a logic "1" when the tone is removed. A hand-key with a 1k1 resistor tied to the +5 supply can be used for testing.

Another subroutine which checks to see if the v.d.u. address point to the last eight points of a line, in which case if the character is the space the next two lines are cleared and the line called to avoid splitting words and to keep the display tidy. Next a search is made through the Morse table to find ASCII equivalent of the HEX code for the converted character which is then sent to the v.d.u., for display. If a HEX code outside the table is presented an asterisk will be printed. The Morse table contains the characters from A-Z, numbers from 0-9 and the following special characters: full stop, comma, question mark, semicolon, oblique (\), break (-), double-break (\), end of transmission (\), end of work (<), wait (?), end of paragraph. Japanese interference conditions. A machine language listing is given in note a standard W.W. scientific compiler format starting at 0C02. The IN GET routine is at 0C6 and the display routine at 0C8 with the corresponding table at 0C6 to 0000, the H.S.EQ. equivalent of MARK characters, and 0140 to 03B4, the ASCII equivalent of MARK characters. The instruction E6 02 at 0C02 is used to mask bit 1 of the input. This may be modified if another bit is used. If bit three in the instruction becomes E6 08. Note, however, that the byte at 0C05 may be changed to a value equal to three times the weight of the bit used, e.g. HEX 18 for bit t. The initial preset speed by which the receiver is to be altered by changing the byte at 0C05 or to a value equal to the unit of time of the desired speed in milliseconds, for example, for five, e.g. for 12 W.P.M. the unit of time is 1000 so 0C05 should be changed to HEX 14.

A simple receiver interface was made by the author using parts from an old "Pocket box" but for better results he recommends that a more effective circuit be built using ideally a p.p.l. tone switch such as the NE567 arranged to give a t.t.t. output with logic "0" given when the switch is open and a logic "1" when the tone is removed. A hand-key with a 1k1 resistor tied to the +5 supply can be used for testing.

Magnetic recording progress in recent years is rapid. The tape density used has developed rapidly, usually by an increase of density on one side, for instance, to store data on tape or magnetic disk. James Moir reviews advances in equipment and tape coatings.

Guide to s.a.w. devices intended specifically for the professional applications engineer, this article describes the electrical characteristics and applications of three types of surface acoustic wave devices, band-pass, delay, lines and oscillators. Emphasis is on their use in modern electronic systems.

European Electronic Component Distributors Directory 1981 is, of course, a rather small book. The repetitive nature of most of the English text is noticeable. The book contains 340 pages and is available at $12.50 from Mackay Publications Ltd, PO Box 28, Luton, England LU1 5DB.

Range of counters

Constructing a range of counters based on the versatile Intersil IC72126 i.e. from a set of modules and counter, two frequency measuring instruments, up to 200 MHz and a low frequency counter for 10 Hz-10 MHz.

"OPEN CHANNEL" FREQUENCY

The recent Green Paper called "Open Channel" (October 1980 issue, p.66), has been received with interest from all those concerned with radio communications, not least Philips Research Laboratories, Redhill, who have carried out field trials to assess the performance of a radio service at 900 MHz, and have made available to the public several frequencies in the 900 MHz frequency range. The experiments were designed to provide data on performance of a radio service at 900 MHz, and to allow the public to test equipment at 900 MHz.

If we set out to throw any light on the nature of the velocity of light, our clues must come from experiments and not from measurements. It is in the clocks that we shall look for the nature of the velocity of light in a clock and hence, and contrary to Einstein, light can be used as synchronising device. (Light is the electric pulse of course, but for better results he recommends that a more effective circuit be built using ideally a p.p.l. tone switch such as the NE567 arranged to give a t.t.t. output with logic "0" given when the switch is open and a logic "1" when the tone is removed. A hand-key with a 1k1 resistor tied to the +5 supply can be used for testing.
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Clear as a bell: "Save our public service broadcasters," as featured in the December 1980 issue of Radio Today. This piece, written by T. J. King, highlights the importance of public service broadcasting and criticizes the government for failing to make adequate funding available.

The author argues that public service broadcasting is crucial for maintaining a diverse and democratic media landscape, and that cuts to funding would result in a loss of important programming and services for viewers. He also criticizes the government's approach to funding, suggesting that it is not transparent or accountable and does not reflect the interests of the public.

While agreeing with the author in December's issue, "Save our public service broadcasting", I would like to make the following points:

1. The current funding model for public service broadcasting is not sustainable in the long term. It relies too heavily on advertising revenue, which is volatile and difficult to predict.
2. Public service broadcasting is essential for maintaining a diverse and democratic media landscape. It provides a platform for underrepresented voices and perspectives.
3. The government should commit to long-term, predictable funding for public service broadcasting, rather than relying on short-term or ad hoc solutions.

J. T. Senior
BBC

What has Wireless World come to? First you urge us to abandon our nuclear defences. Now (December issue) you tell us that the purpose of your magazine is to teach people from reality, to keep them quiet, uncertain, and critical - the same description could apply to one's view of the world.

Professor King is the BBA member with special interest in engineering.

Your comments in the December 1980 issue on commercial broadcasting are particularly apt, especially in view of the fact that there was a lot of demand or great enthusiasm, at the time, for its success. But has it really come up to expectations, as are the staff working for the broadcasting.

We, the Central London Medical Branch of the Association of Scientific, Technical and Managerial Staffs, would like to put forward the leading article "Microchips and megaloads" which can be a great deal more than just a page of television and radio. The purpose of this article is to make the reader aware that a new technology is available and that it would be wise to consider the results of their work in terms of moral and purely technical achievement.

Many people interested in electronics, young and old, amateur and mad respect Wireless World, considering it to be one of the few magazines which will take the importance of technical achievement. We wish that another magazine might consider the ultimate aim of salvation, and indeed required that an instruction card be displayed to enable any ship's crew to use it in an emergency.

It would not be necessary for Mr. Bowl's machine to cost over £10,000 for a motor astern. Observation in many ports shows that the great majority of the Furthermore, the large number of people interested in this magazine will be well served by the instruction cards and the ultimate aim of salvation, and indeed required that an instruction card be displayed to enable any ship's crew to use it in an emergency.

I fully agree with Mr. R. J. Hartnett ("An electronically small loudspeaker") October 1980) who drew attention to the inadequacy of the use of loud speakers on board. It is obvious that a loudspeaker of sufficient size must be used to produce a good sound when reproducing the original sound. I would like to make the point that it would be impossible for a speaker by giving a unit which is near enough in the same of the original sound. One cannot make it the theme of an 'entertainment' lecture.

Professor King is the BBA member with special interest in engineering.

What does your friend think about the sound reproduction on board? We have made a number of experiments in this line, and will vary from ship to ship.

Many people interested in electronics, young and old, amateur and mad respect Wireless World, considering it to be one of the few magazines which will take the importance of technical achievement. We wish that another magazine might consider the ultimate aim of salvation, and indeed required that an instruction card be displayed to enable any ship's crew to use it in an emergency.

It would not be necessary for Mr. Bowl's machine to cost over £10,000 for a motor astern. Observation in many ports shows that the great majority of the Furthermore, the large number of people interested in this magazine will be well served by the instruction cards and the ultimate aim of salvation, and indeed required that an instruction card be displayed to enable any ship's crew to use it in an emergency.
THE DEATH OF ELECTRIC CURRENT

I refer to the interesting article by Mr Irv Cart in your December 1980 issue. It is indeed refreshing to find Mr Cart having a sideways look at the apparently trivial matter of electric current.

If one rewrote the Maxwell equations using tensor notation in a four dimensional Riemannian Space, the effects predicted by Mr Cart becomes more obvious. If I had to have separate meanings, removing that most embarrassing of dualisms and the electromagnetic field (complicated in three dimensions) becomes a simple tensor field in four dimensions.

N. D. Lawns

Telecommunications Accessories Ltd
Thame

The author replies:

It's a pity that the obfuscation has to continue like this. I did not realize that my December 1980 article predicted any effects. What were they?

Irv Cart

LOGIC DIAGRAMS

While I applaud the aims of Tony Castron's article "Inntelial logic diagrams" in the November issue, I disagree with his use of a suffix L as the mnemonic for the 'active low' input. In the circuit above, it shows that the output is 'active low', whereas I believe the symbol should be in parentheses ( ).

Thus, the symbol in conventional logic as well as its logical function in the same for both normal and 'active low' inputs.

Conventional

Active low

AND

NAND

NAND

NOR

OR

NAND

NOR

Fig 1

The term NAND is generally understood to be a contraction of NOT AND, where the NOT corresponds to the literal "not" used in formal logic.

TV SETS FOR THE HARD OF HEARING

I was interested in the plight of your correspondent Mr Holloway (October letter), who had a problem finding a television set with a built-in hearing aid.

Mr Holloway was not specific as to whether he was looking for a monochrome or colour receiver but, in any case, many sets make use of power supplies which contain the chassis either as a whole, or as a dedicated bridge, to the mains.

Obviously direct connection of the chassis to a loudspeaker socket would be hazardous to a customer and some form of isolation is necessary. Since little power is involved, a small transformer would be suitable but this must have adequate insulation to safeguard the customer. BS 415: 1979 requires this isolation to be able to withstand over 2kV.

Such a transformer could prove to be a comparatively expensive component and a set designer must consider whether the extra cost on the receiver would still be acceptable to potential customers.

The above line of reasoning partly led to our decision to use a switch mode power supply to fully isolate most of the chassis on our current range of receivers (see part 4 of my recent series on articles on these chassis). This decision enabled us to provide a headphone socket as standard throughout the range; however, we do have some the only UK or European manufacturers provide this facility.

It seems rather a sad reflection on the dealers in Mr Holloway's area that they showed little or no interest in promoting British made sets with these features.

D. Williams

Deco Radio & Television Ltd

W. York ton

LEVY ON BLANK TAPES

As one of the relatively few holders of the Amateur Recording Licence, I find myself totally unable to support the proposed levy on blank tapes and those who have tried to find the case for a levy have been failures. So much must be alleged to be at stake that a levy of several pence must not be called for.

As technically informed people we should readily see that it would be imposed would be a gross injustice on a new generation of tape recorders using 15ips or even 10ips speeds and even with four mics to the deck. The fact is that most "pop" music, in which the money lies, is listened to on cheap transistor radiation or car radios and it is unwarranted, for this and many more reasons, a levy on blank tapes.

But is your correspondent Mr Simmons (December letter) right in his statement without qualification the proposition that manufacturers and their agents are entitled to a just reward for their labours? The money which is alleged to be lost by the use of tape recorders is that which once had to be spent on one a permanent record whatever it was an expensive record or tape? The very existence of the Monetary Commission indicates that the answer must be no. Therefore one needs to examine a little more carefully the matter of copyright, because that is the mechanism used for keeping the prices of records and pre-recorded tapes at a level far higher than the cost, rents, expenses, apart, justify.

Is it not an act of immoral musical divided into classical, where the composers are dead and their work is copyrighted, and the world of "pop" where composers now aim for the "jackpot." The composers of both type of music in theory to be content with a flat rate fee for their performances on the basis that it is just a job of work, but the pop suit classical music and manifests it in a manner that they do not "pop" musicians who are generally called "rockers" as well. In practice of course it may be difficult to distinguish between performers in the "pop" field even so it strikes me that the proposed levy is a Luddite-type action.

Two media, namely radio and records, were exploited vigorously and with the objective of making money. Radio, whatever the BBC may say, was the advertising medium and the objective was to make the music. Tape has performer and it is easy to record from radio, with the obvious result. Perhaps we should reflect that the BBC, in the guise of itself the tool of the record producers we would never have heard of and the source of wealth to the record producers.

Now we have the means of not being exploited by using a tape recorder, it is that freedom which is being attacked.

Looking back to the old days, e.g. those of the 78 r.p.m. record, it is noteworthy that we paid a modest fee to the BBC which provided music on a considerable scale almost entirely by composers like Holst, Elgar and Vaughan-Williams. What went wrong? It seems rather sad, you see the "pop" world do not accept that a healthy competition and a balancing of the supply and demand would solve these problems whilst still providing the features which are so important to present day music. It should be mentioned that the t.l.c. levy used in the probe are operating with pulse durations shorter than is recommended by manufacturers. Although two probes have been made without trouble in this respect, it may be necessary to experiment with several lecs. The total cost of the unit is about £10.
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T.I. logic probe

Performs static and dynamic tests on logic circuits, including 'glitch' detection

by A. J. Jameson, B.Sc.

The probe described is unusual in that it will detect and indicate the presence of 'glitches' that are normally caused by propagation delays in logic circuits. The probe, being also a dynamic testing, it also shows positive or negative coincidence in two pulse trains.

A logic probe is a useful aid to testing and fault-finding digital systems. The many commercial and amateur designs currently available provide information about the static and dynamic behaviour of circuits, but are limited in their ability to provide 'coincidence-detection' and cannot indicate the presence of 'glitches' in the waveform under investigation.

For example, in the simple case of Fig. 1, a 'standard' probe would indicate pulses at A and B, but the output C would remain high, leading to the conclusion that either the circuit is faulty or the pulses are not coincident. The next step in the exercise would probably require the use of a dual-beam oscilloscope to prove or not A and B are coincident. Even so, if the pulses are of different frequencies, the task of determining coincidence may be impossible using an oscilloscope. In addition, the use of an oscilloscope may be the highly portable, pocket-sized logic probe on the market.

Another example encountered all too often, despite careful design, is that of 'glitches' produced by static and dynamic race-hazards. In the example of Fig. 2, a negative-going 'glitch' is produced due to propagation delay through the JK flip-flop. This example is also shown in Fig. 3, where a similar situation has been produced using the circuit above.

The use of a logic probe on such a circuit would reveal no faults whatsoever. Even an oscilloscope with delayed-sweep facilities would probably show nothing since the pulse width is less than 1MHz. However, the presence of such a circuit within a system would exist to erratic operation and is quite often diagnosed as an 'elusive dry-joint'.

The logic analyser probe described, solves these problems whilst still providing the features of the probe described. It should be mentioned that the t.l.c. lecs used in the probe are operating with pulse durations shorter than is recommended by manufacturers. Although two probes have been made without trouble in this respect, it may be necessary to experiment with several lecs. The total cost of the unit is about £10.
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Circuit operation

Protection circuitry. The protection circuitry shown in Fig. 4 has been incorporated to prevent damage to the probe and the oscillator against incorrect supply voltages. In addition, D3 is illuminated when the supply voltage is correct, whereas, D3 is off when the voltage is incorrect.

Probe operation. Circuit A and B in Fig. 5 form 'window discriminators' with threshold voltages of 2V and 0.8V. These I.c.s are 9637 dual differential line receivers and, because of the input characteristics of the device, Vb and Ic are not needed to pull down the input to 1.5V when the probe is floating.

Fig. 1. An ordinary probe would not show whether a lack of output from the gate was due to the permanent failure of the gate, or the gate being faulty.

Fig. 2. Propagation delay between the input and output of the flip-flop produces a narrow pulse or glitch at C.

Fig. 3. Evidence of the glitch in Fig. 2 on a screen photograph.

Fig. 4. Protection circuitry avoids damage to the probe in the presence of incorrect supply voltages, and shows that the supply voltage is in the usable range.

Fig. 5. Current flow - with pull-up/base transistor.

Fig. 6. Probe output waveforms.
Thus the trailing edge of the pulse at the output of IC₅₆, whose duration is equal to the propagation delay through IC₅₆ (approximately 15ns). This pulse duration is extended by D₆₀, C₆₀ and R₆₀, which are discharged rapidly via D₆₀ and the output of IC₅₆ becomes high. D₆₀ is now reverse biased and C₆₀ is charged by the input circuitry of IC₅₆, until the high input-threshold level of IC₅₆ is reached, when the output of IC₅₆ returns to a low.

The duration of the monostable period has two additional lengths, determined by C₆₀ and C₅₆, which enable the glitch period to be determined approximately.

The propagation delay of IC₅₆ is compensated by a similar delay through IC₅₆. Thus, the trailing edge of the pulse at the CK input to IC₅₆ is time coincident with the positive edge of the pulse at the D input. These pulses are illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows that if the pulse produced by the monostable (output) is of shorter duration than the input pulse at A, then the Q output of IC₅₆ remains unchanged and therefore is not detected as a glitch. However, if the pulse from IC₅₆ is longer than that at A, then the D-type flip-flop (IC₅₆) toggles and the Q output goes high, registering a glitch. This latch is periodically reset by the unijunction oscillator.

Construction

As will be appreciated, pulses of less than 100ns duration are easily attenuated by stray capacitance and inductance. Therefore, all leads must be as short as possible.

By careful choice of components, it will be found that the two boards may be 'sandwiched' together, the centre sides are aligned, and the case is tightened and therefore can be fitted into a case of 100 x 50 x 25mm, as illustrated in Fig. 7.

Testing

If a high-frequency oscilloscope (of around 50MHz bandwidth) is available, the test circuit consists of a simple oscillator running at about 1MHz, driving a 74121 monostable with a variable pulse duration of 20-200ns. Using such an arrangement, it is a comparatively simple matter of checking the pulse lengths at which the glitch circuitry operates.

However, without a suitable oscilloscope, the only way of checking the monostable periods is to generate glitches of approximately known length, relying on the propagation delays of cascaded gates. It should be stressed that the timing periods need only be approximate and consequently, no great difficulty will be encountered.

The probes consist of a lm:m plug with a sewing needle soldered in place and also another needle, soldered to a short length of wire. The earth point should be connected by a short lead to the area under investigation to minimize pulse attenuation.

Literature received

Celestion have sent us a leaflet on the interferometric testing of loudspeaker cones, using the Doppler effect in a laser system. The leaflet also provides a complete history. It was accompanied by a spectacularly illustrated brochure and an incomprehensible poster.

Greenwood’s catalogue of electronic components, hardware, tools, etc., complete with prices, is now available from Greenwood Electronics Ltd, 447 Millbrook Road, Southampton SO1 0ER, price 50p.

A series of leaflets from Ferranti describe the F100-L, which is said to be the only 16-bit microprocessor to be designed, developed and made in Europe for commercial and military applications. The leaflets can be obtained from Ferranti Computer Systems Ltd, Computer Sales Dept., The Courtyard, 20 Denmark St., Wokingham, Berks. RG11 2BB.

A full catalogue of the enormous range of TAB books, which include publications on radio, antiques, aviation, d.i.y., car mechanics and many more subjects, is available from TAB Books Inc., Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214, U.S.A.

Babani’s range of low-cost publications on radio and electronic topics are described in their new catalogue, which can be obtained from Renald Babani (Publishing) Ltd, The Grampians, Shepherds Bush Road, London W11 3NF.
Phase-comparator detectors

This type of detector also makes use of the varying phase relationship between two input signals, nominally in quadrature, such as the voltages across the primary and tuned secondary windings of a transformer but it does so in a manner quite different from that of the detectors described earlier. In Seeley-Foster and ratio detectors the two input signals are added to produce resultant voltages (the amplitude of which varies with the phase difference) which are applied to amplitude detectors, the combined output giving the required modulation-frequency signal.

In phase-comparator detectors the two input signals are limited so as to form rectangular pulses. Limiting may be carried out in separate stages preceding the phase comparator or in the phase comparator itself. The degree of overlap of these pulses varies with the phase difference between the two inputs and determines the output current of the comparator which is therefore a copy of the modulation waveform. The output of the comparator thus depends on the relative timing of the two sets of pulses and is independent of the amplitude of the input signals provided this is sufficient to give satisfactory limiting.

To summarise: in the detectors described in the first article, the amplitude of the primary and secondary voltages is the significant quantity whereas in the phase comparator it is the timing of these voltages which matters.

The general form of a phase-comparator detector is illustrated in the block diagram of Fig. 13(a).

Self-limiting phase-comparator detectors.

In an early form of phase-comparator detector the two input signals are applied to the two input grids of a special valve. Signals applied to such a grid next to the anode to suppress tetrode grid current. Finally therefore the valve behaves similarly and again there is a net output. The duration of these outputs depends, of course, on the extent of the overlap between the I.F. and quadrature inputs and varies with the phase difference between the two inputs. The output can be used as a.f. in f.m. receiver or for a.f.c. purposes.

Pulses are produced to stabilise the mean current through the detector and is one of the many auxiliary components included in its circuit to ensure that the performance is substantially unaffected by variations in ambient temperature or in supply voltage.

A number of i.c.s designed for use in f.m. receivers incorporate detectors with a circuit similar to that of Fig. 16 and they are often described as balanced, symmetrical, quadrature or product detectors.

Counter discriminator

This detector is employed in the i.c.s designed for use in the f.m. receiver to detect the presence of any carrier frequency component of the i.f. signal that is not associated with the modulation. The frequency of the output signal is such that it is convenient to use it as a discriminator in a variety of phasesensitive detectors. The circuit diagram of such a discriminator is shown in Fig. 17.

F.m. detectors—2

A survey and a system of classification

by S. W. Amos, B.Sc. M.I.E.E.
Battery-powered instruments

Chooosing and using dry batteries, with some suggestions for improving service life

by Ian Hickman

The use of batteries as the power source for small electronic instruments and equipment is often essential. The absence of a trailing mains lead (especially when there is no conven-
tient socket into which to plug it) and the freedom from earth loops and other hum problems often effects obvious disadvan-
tages. However, other considerations indicate batteries as the appropriate choice, the next choice to be made is between primary and secondary batteries, i.e., between throw-away and rechargeable types.

Rechargeable versus primary batteries

Rechargeable batteries offer considerable economies in running costs, though the initial cost is high. For example, direct-connection batteries can be made between certain layer-type batteries, e.g. PP3, PP9, and also certain single cells, e.g. AA, C, and D size primary cells, where mechanically inter-
changeable, rechargeable nickel/cadmium batteries and cells are available. This cost about ten to twenty times as much as the corresponding zinc/carbon (Leclanché) dry battery or cell, and as much or more again for a suitable charger. This double cost accounts for the continuing popularity of the common garden dry battery. Another point to bear in mind is that, contrary to popular belief, the em-

terprise of nickel/cadmium rechargeable batteries is no greater than (and in the case of multicell types often considerably less than) the corre-
sponding zinc/carbon cells, so that the use of Nickel/cadmium batteries is just as wise (and in the case of multicell types offer-
ning the same condition of exhaustion. However, note that if a nickel/cad-
mium "battery" is being assembled from individual cells they should all be in the same condition, ideally new, and in the same state of charge. Otherwise, one cell may become exhausted before the rest and thus be subject to damaging "reverse charging".

A really effective indicator on a battery-powered instrument may prevent this wastage of batteries. However, of the many types of "ov" indicator used, nearly all have proved of very little electronic use. The indicator manufac-
turer uses a rotary on/off switch, the part transparent skirt of the knob exposing fluorescent orange sectors when in the "on" position, and this is reasonably effective when the front panel is in bright light. Indicator lamps have also been used by usually with intermittent operation to save current. Examples are a blocking oscillator causing a neon lamp to flash, and a flasher circuit driving an i.e., unfortunately, the power that can be saved by flashing a lamp is very limited. The flashing rate cannot be much less than one per second or it may fail to catch one's attention. On the other hand, the eye integrates over about 100ms, so flashes much shorter than this must be much brighter to give the same visibil-
ity. Thus a saving of about ten to one in the running cost (ignoring any "housekeeping" cost introduced by the flasher circuit) is about the limit in practice.

The author must have raised as many batteries as most people by inadvertently leaving equipment switched on when not in use, and decided many years ago that the only effective remedy was to replace...
The on/off switch by an 'on' push-button. This switches the equipment on and initiates an interval at the end of which the instrument boots itself off. Clearly, it would be most annoying if just at the wrong moment — say when about to take a reading — the instrument or whatever switched itself off, so the push-button should also, whenever pushed, extend the operation of the instrument to the full period from that instant. One can thus push, if in doubt, by pressing the button again, 'just in case'.

The period for which the instrument should stick on, as well as on its use and the inclination of the designer. However, a very short period — a minute or less — would generally be rather pointless; provided one had one hand free one would go off with a straightforward 'on whilst pressed' button, which is also cheaper and simpler. For many purposes, ten or fifteen minutes is a full period, but clearly it is not critical unless the equipment is exceedingly current-hungry. After all, it is being left on overnight (or a week-end) that ruins batteries controlled by an ordinary switch, not the odd half hour or so.

In the late 1960s, when the first author used a ten-minute timer to save batteries, producing such a long delay economically was impractical or at best expensive. For many purposes, ten or fifteen minutes is a full period, but clearly it is not critical unless the equipment is exceedingly current-hungry. After all, it is being left on overnight (or a week-end) that ruins batteries controlled by an ordinary switch, not the odd half hour or so.

In the late 1960s, when the first author used a ten-minute timer to save batteries, producing such a long delay economically was impractical or at best expensive. For many purposes, ten or fifteen minutes is a full period, but clearly it is not critical unless the equipment is exceedingly current-hungry. After all, it is being left on overnight (or a week-end) that ruins batteries controlled by an ordinary switch, not the odd half hour or so.

In the late 1960s, when the first author used a ten-minute timer to save batteries, producing such a long delay economically was impractical or at best expensive. For many purposes, ten or fifteen minutes is a full period, but clearly it is not critical unless the equipment is exceedingly current-hungry. After all, it is being left on overnight (or a week-end) that ruins batteries controlled by an ordinary switch, not the odd half hour or so.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milliamps at 0.6V</th>
<th>Service life in hours to endpoint voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge period 12 hours/day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milliamps at 0.6V</th>
<th>Service life in hours to endpoint voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge period 4 hours/day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milliamps at 0.6V</th>
<th>Service life in hours to endpoint voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge period 1 hour/day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milliamps at 0.6V</th>
<th>Service life in hours to endpoint voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge period 0.5 hour/day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milliamps at 0.6V</th>
<th>Service life in hours to endpoint voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge period 0.1 hour/day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milliamps at 0.6V</th>
<th>Service life in hours to endpoint voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge period 0.05 hour/day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milliamps at 0.6V</th>
<th>Service life in hours to endpoint voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge period 0.01 hour/day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milliamps at 0.6V</th>
<th>Service life in hours to endpoint voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge period 0.005 hour/day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milliamps at 0.6V</th>
<th>Service life in hours to endpoint voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge period 0.001 hour/day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milliamps at 0.6V</th>
<th>Service life in hours to endpoint voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge period 0.0005 hour/day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milliamps at 0.6V</th>
<th>Service life in hours to endpoint voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge period 0.0001 hour/day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milliamps at 0.6V</th>
<th>Service life in hours to endpoint voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge period 0.00005 hour/day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milliamps at 0.6V</th>
<th>Service life in hours to endpoint voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge period 0.000005 hour/day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milliamps at 0.6V</th>
<th>Service life in hours to endpoint voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge period 0.0000005 hour/day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milliamps at 0.6V</th>
<th>Service life in hours to endpoint voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge period 0.00000005 hour/day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milliamps at 0.6V</th>
<th>Service life in hours to endpoint voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge period 0.000000005 hour/day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milliamps at 0.6V</th>
<th>Service life in hours to endpoint voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge period 0.0000000005 hour/day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milliamps at 0.6V</th>
<th>Service life in hours to endpoint voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge period 0.00000000005 hour/day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milliamps at 0.6V</th>
<th>Service life in hours to endpoint voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8v</td>
<td>5.4v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Programmable bandpass filter
This design simulates a resistor, \( R_{Cu} \), by switching a small capacitor, \( C_{Cu} \), at a clock rate \( f_{C} \) in the frequency range 500Hz to 500kHz. The size of the equivalent resistor is \( 1/c_{Cu} \), and a multivibrator circuit for simulating \( R_{Cu} \) is shown in Fig. 1. The s.p.s.t. analogue switch can be replaced by a dual switch, type TL 191 CN. Clock frequency is set by the RC networks to, say, 100Hz and this circuit replaces resistors \( R_{1} \) and \( R_{22} \) in Fig. 2. Centre frequency of the filter is \( 1.592 \times 10^{6} R_{P} = 1.595 \times 10^{6} C_{Cu} \) assuming \( R_{T1} = R_{T2} = 1/c_{Cu} \). Under this condition \( Q \) depends on \( R_{1} \), \( R_{2} \), \( R_{3} \), \( G_{Cu} \), \( A_{pp} \), for the pass band is \( 5.10^{4} R_{P} \), so \( R_{P} = 5.10^{4} A_{pp} \), and \( R_{T} = 5 \times 10^{4} (2-1/A_{pp}) \).

Fig. 3 shows an example of a four-pole Butterworth or Chebyshev band-pass filter where \( Q_{P} \) is 25, \( f_{C} \) is 1.5 kHz and \( A_{pp} \) is unity.

Computed values for Fig. 3:

- Butterworth Chebyshev
  - \( f_{C} = 1.01424 \)
  - \( f_{C2} = 0.98296 \)
  - \( Q_{1} = 35.56850 \)
  - \( Q_{2} = 35.56952 \)
  - \( C_{Cu} = 95 \times 10^{-6} \)
  - \( C_{Cu} = 93 \times 10^{-6} \)
  - \( R_{P} = 50 \times 10^{3} \)
  - \( R_{T1} = 40 \times 10^{3} \)
  - Operation of the band-pass is corrected by slight variation of the clock frequency \( f_{C} \).

Fig. 2

Improved audio-visual circuit
Where several locations or sub-systems are monitored, for example in an alarm system, it is common to have an audible alarm, which is activated if a noise point is triggered, and an array of visual indicators to show the particular location(s) involved. Because the audible alarm has a large number of inputs, this system can be costly in terms of wiring and connectors.

A simpler solution is to use the I.e.d.s as an OR gate, with the output as a current to ground which can be detected by a current mirror. Because the current can become reasonably high, \( T_{r} \) must be a medium-power type. Although this unbalances the current mirror, linearity is not important in this switching application. The final design used a p-n-p switch as an active pull-up. With this arrangement only one input connection is required for the audible alarm.

The mirror can also be used in an analogue mode for current to voltage conversion where the output represents the number of I.e.d.s turned on. The output can either cover all possible states, or \( T_{r} \) can saturate with, say, four or more I.e.d.s and operate an extra alarm when a pre-set number of faults require attention. Note that I.e.d.s and indicators can be used if a diode is connected across the base-emitter of \( T_{r} \), and \( T_{r} \) output is taken through a switchable monostable.

T. M. Forcer Southampton

Ringing-tone generator
A reasonable approximation to the standard telephone ringing tone can be achieved with two I.e.s and two transistors. A c.m.o.s. oscillator/divider generates both the tone and the gating signals so, in the quiescent state, only c.m.o.s. current and transistor leakage current is drawn. The output-stage values are appropriate for a \( V_{DD} \) of 10V and a low voltage supply of 4V. Resistor \( R_{P} \) gives a 1mA warble on the tone and can be omitted if this is not required.

T. Williams Tunbridge Wells

Wide-range p.p.m.

By using the exponential conduction characteristic of a silicon diode, a I.e.d. bar or needle display of audio level over a range of 40dB can be achieved.

The collector load of \( T_{r} \) is bootstrapped by \( T_{2} \) and \( C_{P} \) to produce a near constant-current drive to \( D_{1} \) and \( D_{2} \). The clamped signal is then amplified to drive a pentode transistor, and \( T_{3} \) maintains a constant current through the rectifier bias diode \( D_{1} \). Capacitors \( C_{1} \) and \( C_{2} \) determine the rectifier discharge time-constant, and \( R_{1} \) buffers the output. The I.e.d. driver, \( H_{D} \), supplies 15mA through the display diodes, and \( R_{2} \) limits the dissipation of \( C_{2} \) during large input signals.

To adjust the circuit, set \( R_{3} \) for maximum input, \( R_{4} \) to the mid-position and \( R_{5} \) to maximum resistance. Apply 12V and feed a 1kHz signal of at least +2dBm to the input. All of the I.e.d.s should turn on. Reduce the input to 0dBm and adjust \( R_{4} \) until I.e.d. 8 is just extinguished. Increase the input to +12dBm and adjust \( R_{5} \) until I.e.d. 10 is just on. Repeat the last two adjustments as necessary. Reduce the input to -30dBm and adjust \( R_{5} \) until I.e.d. is just on. Re-adjust \( R_{4} \) and \( R_{5} \) if necessary.

The calibration should now be within 1dB over the range 80Hz to 1kHz. The lower sensitivity limit can be extended by connecting a 33MHz resistor in series with \( D_{1} \). \( R_{3} \) can then be adjusted so that I.e.d. 1 turns on with an input of -55dBm, but the scale below I.e.d. 8 will need to be recalibrated.

The circuit is fairly sensitive to temperature variations, due to the characteristics of \( D_{1} \) and \( D_{2} \), but it is nevertheless useful

N. McLeod Hove E. Sussex
Gate tester

Fig. 1 tests quad dual-input type gates by comparing the logic operations of a reference i.e. with the device under test. Input signals are provided by a square-wave generator and divider.

Two alternative circuits are shown for testing 3-input and 4-input gates, using the same output arrangement.

K. Wright
Colchester
Essex

---

If everything were perfect...

It is rarely necessary to have to boost the bass response of a top quality high fidelity system, (although the Quad 44 tilt control does enable subtle changes to be made to the overall balance of the programme), but there are a number of high quality loudspeakers on the market, which because of their Lilliputian dimensions, necessarily have attenuated low frequency response and the Quad 44 is fitted with a bass control which in the lift position provides optimum equalisation.

Considerations of domestic harmony frequently dictate loudspeaker placement that is less than ideal. The almost inevitable result is the excitation of the fundamental eigentones of the room and music reproduction with a characteristic and unpleasant honk.

The step side of the Quad 44 bass control switch eliminates this problem without rolling off the low frequency information, simply by putting a 5dB step in the frequency response, reproducing domestic bliss and a closer approach to the original sound!

To learn all about the Quad 44 write or telephone for a leaflet.

The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, PE18 7DB. Telephone: (0480) 52561.

QUAD
for the closest approach to the original sound

QUAD is a registered trade mark.
Teledyne Semiconductor has introduced two evaluation kits for the new 7106/7107 3½ Digit Monolithic CMOS A/D Converters. The kits are simple to use and will measure AC and DC voltages, DVMs, resistance currents, temperatures and other physical dimensions.

The 7106 kit uses a liquid crystal display and is normally powered by a single 9V battery. It is portable, can be used inside or outside and will not fade in sunlight. The 7107 kit uses light emitting diode displays and requires an external power supply. It operates under normal indoor ambient light conditions. Both kits include parts for 200MV full scale. The kits use the I.C. internal reference, which at 100ppm is adequate for most applications. However, they can be modified to operate from an external reference where higher stability is required.

Each evaluation kit contains one I.C. (either 7106 or 7107), one display (either LCD or LED), a PCB, passive components, miscellaneous hardware and a detailed 6-page application note.

The comprehensive application note contains all assembly instructions.

**THE 7106 EVALUATION KIT COSTS £17.44 + VAT**

**THE 7107 EVALUATION KIT COSTS £14.31 + VAT**

---

**BUILD YOUR OWN HIGH ACCURACY 3½ DIGIT PANEL METER**

Interfacing microprocessor systems

The control of industrial plant and simulator circuits

by P. Jackson and S.O. Newstead

Several microprocessor systems are available, either in kit form or assembled, which can be adapted to control plant. These systems are usually modified desk-top computers with connections to additional memory devices.

Although many training establishments purchase such systems to teach programming, interfacing the microprocessor is not always tackled. This article outlines the design principles required for interface circuits and describes a simple boiler simulator suitable for microprocessor control.

Interfacing circuits for plant control should enable a microprocessor to read an 8-bit digital number, operate an a-to-d converter and read the output, switch external devices on and off independently, and output an 8-bit digital number. The first function is useful when several pieces of equipment are monitored. For example, when raising steam an oil-fired industrial boiler must have a flame, an induced draught fan and a forced draught fan in continuous operation. A sensor on each fan and a sensor on the flame whose outputs are converted to logic levels, can be read as the three l.s.b.s of an 8-bit number with the remaining bits connected to ground.

A subroutine which deals with this monitoring process can be written as follows,

SUBROUTINE NO. 1010

1000 RETURN

1010 READ 27,A

1020 IF A=7 GOTO 1000

1030 IF A=O PRINT "ALL SYSTEMS FAIL"

1040 IF A=1 PRINT "F.D. & FLAME FAIL"

1100 WRITE 30,1

1110 GOTO 600

The digital number is read into the microprocessor and stored in memory location A. The circuit which responds to instruction 1010 is discussed later. If the plant is operating correctly, the program leaves the subroutine. However, if there is a fault it is displayed on the v.d.u., instruction 1100 switches on an audible warning and the plant closes down. Instruction 600 is assumed to be the start of the closing down routine. A program stop can be included in this routine as follows,

650 IF A=7 GOTO 670

660 STOP

670

Therefore, a healthy system can be temporarily closed down, and a faulty system closed down permanently. The second function is useful whenever an analogue transducer is used. For example, pressure, temperature, acidity, rate of flow or position measuring devices. The program must be held until the a-to-d converter has completed its task. If the converter uses a counter and a comparator, the time for the converter to operate is proportional to the magnitude of the analogue signal. The status strobe from the converter is therefore...
used to hold the program.

The third function, switching external devices on and off, is the control of the plant by the processor. The final function, which gives an 8-bit digital number as an output on eight lines, can be used when variable control signals are needed. A programmable power supply in automatic test equipment could be controlled in this way.

When designing interface circuits, the signals available from the c.p.u. must be considered together with the system it is connected to and the plant to be controlled. Some of the pins on the c.p.u. are fully buffered and will drive 74LS logic, others are unbuffered and will drive c.m.o.s. As the interface circuits will probably contain a mixture of 74LS and 74 gates, control signals from the microprocessor must be buffered, and a c.m.o.s. 4050B provides six buffers at a reasonable cost. If the microprocessor contains a large memory, c.m.o.s. buffers may be needed between address, data and control busses and the interface devices which load them, but this is a matter of judgement.

Some microprocessor systems already contain ports, and the process to be described assumes that there exist but additional ports are needed. The ports which are added to the microprocessor, and through which the four functions listed previously are carried out, need to be addressed. Microprocessors have 8, 12 or more usually, 16 address lines which form the address bus. These are normally fully buffered to cope with the complete memory, 64K for 16 address lines. For port use, the eight least significant lines A0 to A7 are available together with the input/output read (IORD) and input/output write (IOW) control signals. The control signals are used when read and write instructions are reached in a programme.

Although machine code can be used to fetch data from a port or to output data to another port, because it is generally easier to work in a high-level language, the examples given here are in BASIC.

A system as purchased may contain some ports which use addresses 0 to 8, say. 7. Additional ports for plant control can therefore be numbered 8 to 255, using A0 to A7. To obtain extra ports use Fig. 1, or Fig. 2 for 32. C.m.o.s. buffers have been included but it may be possible to use 74LS154 devices and omit the buffers. To read an 8-digit number, connect the eight lines which carry the address to the inputs of the tristate buffer in Fig. 3. An instruction such as 30 READ 26, B will cause address lines A1, A3 and A4 to go high, and when the IOREQ pulse reaches the demultiplexer in Fig. 1, line 26 will go low. The other demultiplexer outputs remain high.

While the IOREQ pulse is present, the RD pulse is received by the tristate buffer in Fig. 3. This pulse, together with address 26, opens the buffer and connects the input signal to the data bus. During the RD pulse the buffer in the c.p.u. opens and closes to load the number on the data bus into a register. Several tristate buffers can be connected to the data bus and selected in turn by each address. If the input to one of these buffers is obtained from an a-to-d converter, three instructions may be used. The first instruction produces a pulse which sets the converter counter to zero and starts the count. At the same time, the c.p.u. is set to a Hold mode, which prevents it from advancing in the program until the wait signal is removed. The wait signal is held by the status signal from the a-to-d converter. The second instruction reads data into the c.p.u., and the third instruction resets the latch set by the first instruction. Typical instructions to read an analogue signal from address 20 and to store it in the memory at location Q are,

80 WRITE 19,1
90 READ 20,Q
100 WRITE 19,0 where 19 is the address of the latch which starts the converter. In this example, which uses the circuit in Fig. 4, the least significant data line is coupled with address line 19 to operate the latch in two ways. If this is not done, two address lines must be used, which makes the data quoted in the write instruction irrelevant. This method is advantageous when surplus address lines are available.

External devices may be switched by latches with the same addresses as shown in Fig. 4, or eight latches with the same address, connected to D0-D7, can output an 8-bit number. These can also be viewed as eight separate switchable lines. If read relays are driven by the 74 logic which makes up the interface system, it is possible to control many types of plant.

An oil-fired boiler simulator for microprocessor control

This simple model illustrates sequential switching of equipment, monitoring of the plant by reading a digital number and taking appropriate action, reading of an analogue number via an a-to-d converter and taking action based upon its value, use of a software delay after switching a device on and then verifying that the device is operating, reading pressure and temperature at predetermined intervals and, in the event of major failure within the plant, closing down and locking out the plant followed by a print out of the failures and an audible alarm.

The boiler simulator comprises an induced draught fan and forced draught fan. When the starters are switched on, these fans gradually run up to speed to the fan-running signal is subject to a delay. When the boiler is started, the fans must run for a while to purge the furnace before fuel is sprayed in.

A fuel pump, which must not be switched on unless the furnace has been purged, the fuel has been heated above the minimum temperature and the ignition has been switched on.

A flame detector. The flame must appear a short time after the fuel has been switched on; if it has not, the boiler must be shut down. The microprocessor can be programmed so that a flame failure stops the fuel pump, purges the furnace and attempts to ignite the boiler again.

A fuel heater. This is easily switched on, but a check can be made by measuring the fuel temperature, switching on the heater, introducing a software delay, measuring the fuel temperature again and checking that the temperature has risen.

The logic, is 74 series throughout, does not provide latches in the simulator because they are part of the output ports of the microprocessor system. A logic 1 applied to the fan start input of Fig. 5 switches the starter 1-Q from red to green. After a short delay the red i.e.d., which indicates that the fan has run up to speed, turns on and a logic 1 appears at the fan-running terminal. The delay must be allowed for by the software. This circuit can be used for both fans and for the fuel pump with a smaller capacitor to simulate the faster response. If the fan-failure switch is closed, the starter will operate but the fan will not run up to speed.

The a-to-d converter in Fig. 6 gives an output proportional to the fuel temperature. This output is between 00 and FF (0 and 255) and can be displayed in % without scaling. Once the oil is alight, the ignition can be switched off. If the fuel pump stops, however, the flame will go out. Flame failure and ignition failure can be manually introduced at any time as shown in Fig. 7 and the program should cater for these eventualities. The third instruction resets the latch set by the first instruction. Typical instructions to read an analogue signal from address 20 and to store it in the memory at location Q are.
Digital noise filter

Simple design suitable for electronic clocks

by P. A. F. Lam

Although LSI techniques and mass production have reduced the cost of digital clocks, the logic circuits are still susceptible to false triggering pulses from electrical noise and switching transients. A common solution to this problem is the addition of a carefully designed low-pass filter, but, in some applications, this does not always remove the problem. A more effective solution is the addition of a simple digital noise filter which can eliminate over 90% of all false trigger pulses.

A typical digital clock arrangement is shown in Fig. 1a and a modified circuit is illustrated in Fig. 1b. The filter is based on a non-retriggerable monostable, shown in Fig. 2, whose time constant must be smaller than the period of the incoming pulses in Fig. 3. In most clocks i.e., the time reference is derived from the mains frequency, therefore, \( T = \frac{1}{50} \) s and \( \tau < \frac{1}{50} \) s. Because the monostable is non-retriggerable, the clock is immune to noise which occurs during the \( T \) period in Fig. 4. If a false pulse appears in the \( T \) region, the monostable is triggered but the next correct trigger pulse occurs within the new \( T \) range and is rejected. Therefore, the reference frequency is not changed and the phase error only lasts for one pulse. Clock accuracy can only be affected if a continuous stream of noise pulses occur during the \( T \) region in a time \( T_n^2 T_m \) where \( n \) is \( \frac{T}{T_1} - 1 \).

A longer period for \( T \) gives a higher noise immunity coefficient but, usually, it cannot be longer than 95% of \( T \) due to the stability of the circuit. If this filter is to be used in a very noisy environment, the addition of an ordinary power-line filter will improve the performance. Application of this circuit is not limited to digital clocks because the design can be extended to any digital signal which has a periodic nature e.g., the synchronizing signal from a communication modem.

---

Multiplex keying system for organs – 2

A practical solution to the wiring problem of multiple key contacts in pipe or electronic organs

by A. W. Critchley, Dipl.EI., M.I.E.R.E.

TDM system reduces drudgery and cost of building an organ, whether pipe, electronic or hybrid. It permits a wide range of organ features, many hitherto unobtainable on electronic organs, allowing closer simulation of pipe organs or fraction of the cost.

The principles can easily be adapted for microprocessor control at a much lower hardware cost and complexity.

As demultiplexers comprise not only a significant part of the electronics but also a source of complexity it obviously pays to use the extension principle, see part 1.

The various manual outputs come out of the pitch shift register at different times so they must be delayed to arrive at a common demultiplexer at the same time. So manual scan period delays are necessary when collecting the voice outputs for an extension organ, but not for the traditional one.

Mixture stops

These are normally found only on the large pipe organ and almost never on cinema organs. The principal reason is that they require two or more ranks of pipes for each stop. They have a peculiarity in that the notes sound louder and always toward the top of the range, no matter which keys are played, to add brilliance. To achieve this the individual ranks break to lower notes as they come in turn to the top of the keyboard. These breaks occur at different places in the scale of the manual.

To be strictly musical these stops should key generators which are independent from the rest of the organ (and have no tremulant on them either) as the pitches are supposed to be true harmonics of the keyed pitches. This is really a question for argument amongst purists but the reasoning is that the multiple notes sounded generate beat frequencies which should be the same as the fundamental or other low harmonics of the keyed notes. With common generators this does not happen due to the deliberate mis-tuning of the even-tempered scale and the resulting beats are off tune.

For most purposes this does not matter too much as a pipe organ is full of mismatched beats at the best of times (the chorus effect) due to the many independent pipes – especially so when mixtures are likely to be used. In an electronic organ of one generator rank it is a different story. Still, any mixture is better than no mixture and it is simplicity to provide one with this system. The method is shown in Fig. 9 which shows how to generate a four-rank mixture stop as found on a large organ. This one is based on the one found on the choir manual of St Albans cathedral organ.

The range of notes played is from 45 to 92. The maximum pitch required from the generators is 1½ octaves but the maximum pitch relative to a key is ½ octave (for notes 1 to 12). The pitch shift register thus has to extend for five octaves beyond unison pitch in order to accommodate this mixture stop.
Timing
The union pitch delay due to sub-octave coupling and 32ft pitch generation amounts to three octaves. With the five octaves required to generate up to 1/4 ft pitch for mixtures, eight octaves have to be added to the six for each keyboard scan to give clearance between keyboards. This results in a total of 14 octave pulses. It would be reasonable to settle for the good binary number of sixteen which then allows for a super-octave coupler (2ft pitch) if desired. A further keyboard scan period could be added to cater for other contact data such as stops, pistons, etc.

Sixteen octaves contains 192 pulses (keys). This is convenient as a suitable c.m.o.s. shift register contains 64 bits so that three packages would give the correct delay between manuals.

Demultiplexing
Conversion of the serial data back into parallel information to switch on and off the various pitches is performed in a demultiplexer consisting of a D-bistable per pitch and a decoder which sequentially clocks them. Fig. 10. The data inputs of all bistables are paralleled and each clock input receives one clock pulse per complete scan of the organ. The output data are therefore incremented in scan and faithfully follows the original keying.

There is unfortunately a practical problem with this arrangement in that the integrated circuits are packaged with separate data inputs and a common clock input. To overcome this, another shift register with taps at every stage is used to drive the data inputs sequentially whilst the clock input of the bistables receives a single clock pulse per scan. The clock input of the shift register is driven at the data pulse frequency. Fig. 11 shows the practical system.

The outputs of the bistables operate whatever form of keying circuit is to be used; a c.m.o.s. transmission gate is one possibility. A transistor interface would be used to drive a pipe organ magnet when the demultiplexer could be mounted on the pipe chest and thus save more wiring.

Automatic pedal
Pianists are sometimes called upon to amaze onlookers at an organ but are not able to perform adequately with their feet for the bass part of the music. Here is the answer.

The pedal department can be played from the lowest note only of whatever is being played on the manuals, usually the great mandal. Due to the scanning process, the first note obtained from the manual is also the one of lowest frequency. The simple circuit of Fig. 12 obtained this note and ignores the rest. The input data sets an R-S latch which can be set only once by the input data if enabled by the great gating pulse. The resulting pulse is thenshortened to obtain only the leading edge. This signal, together with a pulse occurring just before the great scanning period, reset a counter clocked at note rate. Its period is sufficient to place the output transition in the right place for the next note to be played in the pedal scan time – it must be less than one total scan. A D-bistable and or-gate reduce the long pulse from the counter to a one-note wide pulse at this time.

The output signal could be further gated to prevent the pedals from being operated by high notes on the manual. It could also "break back" the pedal notes to the lowest octave whichever keys were being played if a variable shift register were also included.

Automatic melody
With a small organ it would be useful to be able to solo and accompany on the same manual without the bother and expense of second-touch keys or splitting the keyboard. This can be done by extracting the last, or highest, note from the keyboard in use and using it to operate some other keyboard or voice. It is the reverse of the automatic pedal system.

A counter with a period at least equal to the delay between played note and the note to be played is clocked at the note rate. It is continually being reset by the input data from the manual so that the counter produces an output change at the correct instant to activate the note to be played as a solo. To prevent continuous action, the reset-pedal is fed with a pulse which disables the counter after the time required to produce the output. If no notes are played, the counter will not then give a false result. A D-bistable and and-gate convert the counter output back to a single note-wise pulse, Fig. 13.

For solos on the same manual with a different voice, a complication arises in that the clock pulses are to be reset just before that manual can operate. So to get the information from the demultiplexer requires that the counter have a delay to one total scan less one manual scan and the manual scan is made up with a shift register to render it coincident with the original note.

Percussive action
For bells, drones and similar percussive effects, each note has only a short duration even though the key may be held on. It also has to operate whether or not other keys are held down on the same manual. This is achieved by digitally shortening each note in the serial data stream for a particular demultiplexer. One such circuit will work for all the notes on that demultiplexer. Each note has its own decay system as required for the voice effect which is part of the demultiplexer. A suitable period for each note to operate is perhaps two scans of the organ (192 bits) and the delay is provided by a shift register.

An AND gate cancels out any pulses after the two scan periods. The shift register must be clocked at note rate but the total delay for the decays is in increments of the total scan time to effect cancellation in the gate. This gives a long shift register, Fig. 14.

One of these circuits can handle all the percussive requirements of the entire organ if the output is routed and gated by appropriate manual gating pulses. With

---

Fig. 8. Voice collection system for extension organs (simplified).

Fig. 9. How to generate a four-rank mixture stop as found on a large organ (based on St Albans Cathedral choir manual).

Fig. 10. Serial to parallel data conversion is achieved by a D-type bistable per pitch and a decoder to sequentially clock them.

Fig. 11. Practical demultiplexer uses additional shift register to drive data inputs sequentially whilst the clock input of the bistables receives a single clock pulse per scan.

Fig. 12. Pedals can be played from the lowest note only of whatever is being played on the manuals.

Fig. 13. Solo and accompaniment can be obtained from the same manual by extracting the highest note in use.

Fig. 14. For percussive effects each note has to be shortened to two scans of the organ. Delay is provided by a shift register.
Further delays in increments of manual scan periods it can also provide pizzicato coupling between manuals. These delays already exist in the coupling system that all that is required is some logic.

Pizzicato coupling can also be used to momentarily key in noise or harmonics in electronic organs in order to simulate starting tones or chuff in flute and diapason pipes.

As the percussion output ceases if the notes are held down, it follows that a pulse will occur every time any note is changed even if the rest are still down. This is very useful; it means that untuned percussion is possible merely by gating out each manual or pedal scan in a simple percussion effect generator without the need for a demultiplexer. This is not possible on theatre organs where the key contacts were simply paralleled to operate the "trumpet".

Microprocessor control and other possibilities

The multiplexing system is an ideal application for a microprocessor. It could be implemented with a good deal less hardware than indicated, but at a great cost in programming. Basically, the organ can be considered to be a large programmable memory source which is continually being altered by the player. A sequential scan can be generated by the microprocessor in 8-bit format instead of 12 and the data stored in a holding store.

All stops, couplers, keys, switches and other controls can also be read into the store which then contains all the data available. The program then consists of manipulating the contents ex route to another output store according to the presence or absence of stops and couplers. For instance, to add an octave needs a microcensor to look for available notes and then add 12 to their addresses. The output store can be read out in serial form or the data can be transferred in 8-bit bytes directly to the keyboard.

The same hardware can cater for all types of organ and the specific details stored in programmable read-only memories.

Combination pistons can be included in the scanning process. The bigger organs have the facility of being able to couple them together in much the same way as the keys, e.g. to couple the great and pedal pistons. In any case it would further reduce the wiring.

Including a stickable delay in the de-multiplexer clock path, or in the data stream gives a method of synchronizing the wiring. In any case it would further reduce the memory source which is continually being altered by the player. As the percussion output ceases if the notes are held down, it follows that a pulse will occur every time any note is changed even if the rest are still down. This is very useful; it means that untuned percussion is possible merely by gating out each manual or pedal scan in a simple percussion effect generator without the need for a demultiplexer. This is not possible on theatre organs where the key contacts were simply paralleled to operate the "trumpet".
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Although Tellegen's theorem is a really basic network theorem, implying as it does a re-statement of the law of energy conservation in networks, it is not widely known to electronics engineers. This article first introduces the original formulation of the theorem in terms of energy and power, then discusses an immittance version of it, written for driven networks with storage elements, and finally gives some examples of its application to practical linear networks.

Tellegen's theorem is one of the most basic network theorems ever formulated, since it implies a re-statement of the law of energy conservation as applied to networks. It offers a highly useful method for analysis of electrical systems. In mathematical shorthand, the fundamental message of the theorem may simply be stated as $\Delta W = 0$, where $i$ is current, $v$ voltage, and $t$ time. The prerequisites for the use of the theorem are knowledge of the network topology, and Kirchhoff's laws. In some instances and special cases one need not even know the network topology so long as certain mathematical relations pertaining to the network are known. Typically, Kirchhoff's voltage-sum law and Tellegen's theorem together imply Kirchhoff's current-sum law, and the latter plus Tellegen's theorem imply Kirchhoff's voltage-sum law.

The very general nature of Tellegen's theorem is evident from the fact that it holds for any linear, time-invariant, steady-state network of any order and with any number of storage elements, whether time-variant or time-invariant. It holds for the periodic steady state as well as for transients, and for reciprocal as well as non-reciprocal networks. With reference to transients, we should not be surprised to find that among the many things that can be arbitrary bearing also the initial conditions. The excitation of the system can be almost anything, with one or more driving sources, in any mixture of coherent, incoherent, and random sources. The system can be driven in the steady state, periodic steady state, or transient state, with exponential and sine-wave drive common cases. In spite of all these remarkable features the theorem is not well known, or rather, it has remained quite unknown to the practical engineer up to the end of the 1970 decade. The reason for this is the stark simplicity of the theorem, its appearance of being self-evident. In numerous applications it is simply taken for granted.

In this short article we shall stay away from any and all proofs of Tellegen's theorem. The reader interested in such proofs may consult ref. 2, which proceeds to show how Tellegen's theorem may be used to derive or prove other theorems. Virtually, there is no end to the number of theorems derivable from Tellegen's theorem. The following quotation from ref. 2 is timely: "There is hardly a basic network theorem that cannot be proved by invoking Tellegen's theorem." A few typical cases are Heaviside's transient theorem, Van der Pol's transient theorem, the reciprocity theorem, and the reactance theorem. The last two are well known. Heaviside's transient theorem deals with energy supplied during transients in non-linear networks, and Van der Pol's transient theorem pertains to excess electric energy over magnetic energy in a CLR one-port, excited by direct voltage. Actually, when we are using Tellegen's theorem, we are inclined to automatically involve other theorems, and indeed we shall find this to be true in the following.

Tellegen's theorem implies that the energy entering the system equals that leaving it, some of the departing energy often being changed into other forms of energy. We may write a basic power relation for resistive networks in the simple form

$$P_i = P_{diode} + P_{out}$$

Here $P_i$ includes the power contributed by existing nonlinear sources, if any, of the network, whether time-variant or time-invariant. It holds for the periodic steady state as well as for transients, and for reciprocal as well as non-reciprocal networks. With reference to transients, we should not be surprised to find that among the many things that can be arbitrary bearing also the initial conditions. The excitation of the system can be almost anything, with one or more driving sources, in any mixture of coherent, incoherent, and random sources. The system can be driven in the steady state, periodic steady state, or transient state, with exponential and sine-wave drive common cases. In spite of all these remarkable features the theorem is not well known, or rather, it has remained quite unknown to the practical engineer up to the end of the 1970 decade. The reason for this is the stark simplicity of the theorem, its appearance of being self-evident. In numerous applications it is simply taken for granted.

Reducing to immittance

In his theorem formulation, Tellegen employs current-voltage products, thus dealing with power, readily extended to energy. Accordingly, he achieves an elegant treatment, independent of the precise form of the network, its number of meshes and nodes. In communications and electronics, however, many energized networks are inherently of single-mesh or single-node-pair form, or can with a reasonable amount of work be turned into one or the other of these two forms. Some interesting possibilities now evolve. If, as in given power relation such as equation (1), we divide out the common variable (current in a mesh, voltage in a node pair), one of Kirchhoff's laws results. If we carry out the same division a second time, an immittance (admittance or impedance) summation obtains, still governed by Tellegen's theorem. While our reduction from power to immittance scarcely requires a theorem of its own, such a theorem has nevertheless been published.

Written for driven networks with storage elements, the immittance theorem takes the general form

$$Z_i(t) = 0$$

Note that this form is restricted to single mesh and single node-pair networks. Like its parent theorem, the immittance theorem holds true whether the network is stable or brought to the point of instability. The summation always yields a zero with (2) providing an identity. This matter will be clarified in a following example. With reference to (2) it goes without saying that all sources must be converted to immittance by an application of the compensation theorem. Currents and voltages are automatically eliminated.

One important field of application for the original theorem as well as its immittance version is that of checking already obtained solutions to network problems. Such checking may involve considerable labour, however, particularly for algebraic solutions. On the other hand, since the Tellegen theorem solution may differ considerably from more common solutions, the immittance tool Tellegen has given us is highly useful for checking purposes.

As a first application example, consider the simple operational amplifier in Fig. 1, identified by the following formulas:

$$A_i = \frac{V_i}{E}$$

$$R_{out} = \frac{V_o}{I_{out}}$$

$$R_{in} = \frac{R_1}{R_0}$$

Here $A_i$ is the system amplification, $R_{out}$ the load resistance, and $a$ and $b$ initially constants. The voltage $V_i$ marks a dependent source. Let us dwell for a moment on the derivation of (4). Perhaps the most basic
The steps in using the immittance theorem are as follows. First, we apply the equivalent theorem to turn it into resistance, then sum up all resistance, writing
\[ Z = Z_L + \sum R_j = Z_L + \sum R_j. \]

The first term here represents a negative resistance. Eliminating all variables with the aid of the relations \( V_1 = (z - B) V_f \) and \( V_f = R_j \), and using \( V_f \) from (3), we quickly find the identity 0 = 0.

Knowing that Tellegen's theorem is in fact an extremely powerful mathematical tool, we can expect that the mathematical reasoning above would yield a relation which if the network instead had positive feedback. The switch from degeneration to regeneration is but a simplified sign of a change of the sign for \( b \). Specifically, then, we conclude that the identity is independent of the sign of \( b \). By this observation we quickly verify that this is the case. If we keep increasing the regeneration in a practical amplifier system, a point will be reached where we must accept non-linearity, and thus we have assumed a new transfer function approach. In theoretical work, however, we have the right to assume that the signal \( b \) is off point, the point of instability. We cannot proceed beyond this point without breaking theory. Generally, a network is equally valid after surges and oscillations have commenced. This observation is an important one.

Returning to our original example, we shall now claim that the previous result of an obtained identity holds true even when the system becomes unstable. As the only dependent sources in self-excitation, it maintains currents and voltages although there is no applied signal voltage here. We know, \( V_f = b V_f \), our summation takes the form
\[ \sum R_j + \sum R_j = \sum R_j \]
which directly gives \( h \). On the other hand, (8) is the direct result of the transfer function denominator \( R_{out} + R_j \) is set to zero equal. The point is that the transfer function is a formula but a formula for the port output impedance is known.

In passing, we shall make use of at least one other method for determination of the stability of a network under our definition, the popular Barkhausen criterion \( H = 1 \). In our example, the feedback transfer function is not zero, \( \sum R_j \) is set to zero equal. This with \( b = 0 \). We find that \( h = A = 1 \), so that the result of the termination of the theorem is known. The sign of the route to (8) of the route to the stability conditions, we must know the output impedance. Our equation may simply be to determine this impedance. We have already learned how to do this for some arbitrary transfer function which is known, but now let us instead assume that it is not. In (8), then is the only direct way of determining output impedance from a given network. We must find the ratio \( a = b \).

In the above examination of the network, we arrived at a summation that gave zero. The same result obtains if we instead work from the opposite end, using a theorem must be inserted \( t \) from (7) in its denominator.

Stability considerations

If our aim is to establish the stability conditions in general, without drawing from the network, the above discussion shows that the summing of power, or, in the case of constants, the summing of elements, does indeed provide the answer. In the many cases where the equivalent immittance is a formula similar to (3) and (4), with the network either unknown or known, Tellegen's theorem guides us, however, to a much more direct and time-saving procedure. We are already familiar with the differential equation of the network given, but by setting the denominator in transfer function to the given immittance, we find that in cases where the only available information is a port termination for the network in Fig. 1 is first to replace \( R_j \), then to use the compensation theorem. We find that indeed (4) is contained in (3), and in all cases of regeneration, the theorem given, a summation of all immittance all around the network attains self-excitation, it main­

vector. Thevenin's and Norton's theorems were the key to the procedure, Tele­

law power, following the theorem and electrical
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10MHz oscilloscope

The Scopes 1401D is a 10MHz, dual-trace oscilloscope which supersedes the company's 401DB. The 10 x 4 moves digit and associated controls have been moved to the left of the front panel and the two input channels to the right. All the function switches are push


An op-amp with a gain bandwidth product of 1.5GHz and a slow rate of 1.8nV/√Hz is made by Analog Devices and distributed by Pascali Electronics Ltd. The applications include two high-impedance input amplifiers and wide band high-speed data converters. Unrivalled, the input offset voltage of the device is 1nV and the input voltage noise 26V/√Hz. The output current is based on a 2nV output swing in 200mA maximum and power dissipation is 600mW maximum. The 2010 is housed in a standard 14-pin dual-in-line package, costing £20.31 per unit and £13.53 in 100 unit quantities. Pascali Electronics Ltd, Dawsbury House, Green St, Sudbury-on-Thames, Middlesex TW16 6RA.

Wideband op-amp

An op-amp with a gain bandwidth product of 1.5GHz and a slow rate of 1.8nV/√Hz is made by Analog Devices and distributed by Pascali Electronics Ltd. The applications include two high-impedance input amplifiers and wide band high-speed data converters. Unrivalled, the input offset voltage of the device is 1nV and the input voltage noise 26V/√Hz. The output current is based on a 2nV output swing in 200mA maximum and power dissipation is 600mW maximum. The 2010 is housed in a standard 14-pin dual-in-line package, costing £20.31 per unit and £13.53 in 100 unit quantities. Pascali Electronics Ltd, Dawsbury House, Green St, Sudbury-on-Thames, Middlesex TW16 6RA.

V.m.o.s.f.e. transistors

Finfield TO-317 packaged v.m.o.s.f.e. transistors with a low-price have been developed by Siliconix. The VR1010 and VR1011 are capable of handling peak currents of up to 1A and have maximum blocking voltages of 100V and 30V respectively. Power dissipation is 1W in free air at 25°C. The devices feature a single-ended/differential input and will interface directly with t.t.l.

16K static r.a.m.

This 16 x 1 bit fully static r.a.m. features 512 maximum address access and read cycle times and 960000 max. active power consumption. The KMS1400 16 x 1 i.d. package r.a.m., manufactured by Inmos, runs from a single 5V power supply and its i.o.s are all t.t.l. compatible. The 20 dice of the 8.16 x 1 d.i.l. package is a 'chip enable' with which the 16K r.a.m. can be addressed and will interface directly with the r.a.m. 16K r.a.m. is at present only available in small quantity samples but full availability is expected within the next three months. Inmos, Whitefriars, London, E.C.1.
Bourgeois ballistics

There has never been a better time for the d.i.y enthusiast. Employing trademen to come and poke about in your house or on your car gets more ridiculous by the day, and the results are very often little better than could be achieved by a trove of monkeys with a talent for social advancement. Run-off-the-mill joinery, bricklaying, plastering and painting need hold no terrors for the averagely detestable and even those of us with a full set of ten thumbs usually win through in the end. You can often obtain a lot of good stuff from our new stream-lined, dehumanized setting-room or a nicely finished set of drawers. A dear, dear thing.

There has always been a feeling of cosiness, for me, in all these d.i.y. magazines. The same old subjects appear every year: there's bound to be some stimulating overproofing the car. The wife keeps getting worried was the sheer malevolence of the car. I'm pretty sure that knowing my average weight every hundred yards, the main discovery what it is to be an unconsidered trifle; and, come to think of it, that is a bitter disappointment. The last office, Cycling, I can only suppose that your experience about how he should be functioning. I thought I'd have a go with a view to giving them at different times, no doubt trying to taste what you mean. Mind you, it's only free or charge)

No sale

Now we are heading so surely towards the cashiers, chicken society you would think commercial transactions would have become simplicity itself. It only seems to be a mere mechanical process of transferring a few digits out of one computer into another in a matter of microseconds. Not so, unfortunately. The old Adam (which includes his rib, I hasten to add) still holds sway in such tangible instants as distrust of the other fellow and his computer.

The other day, for example, we had a phone call from an engineer in a large public utility who was unsuccessfully trying to buy a bit of electronic parts from one of our mail-order advertisers. Could we help? Apparently the public utility wanted to place an order through its normal system, by which payment would be made after delivery of the goods. The mail-order firm, however, was not playing their chance, and we rejected the offer. They insisted on cash with order, or no sale. It seems at least three witty accountants in the public utility had a go at them at different times, so don't try to catch them off guard with a variety of silly voices; but no, they were adamant. Mind you, I can understand their reluctance. A friend who runs a small business tells me you can easily face ruin with a few of these large organizations as customers — they can take up a year to pay their bills.

Anyhow, the point is, we could offer the engineer was: why not pay the required sum himself, out of his own pocket, and then recover it later from his employer who surely must be honest enough to cough up? There was a sharp intake of breath at the other end of the telephone, followed by a long silence: "Oh, er ... I don't think our organization could cope with anything like that."

It's extraordinary that there can be such a stalemate between two parties who genuinely want to do business together. One is keen to buy, the other is willing to sell, but because each is a step (or two) removed from the real manufacturer, and method of transaction the result is no business. Mail-order transactions have become so refractory it's surely time we got in some of those intelligent machines to do the bookkeeping and contribution counting. This has been going on for about last month. Machina sapiens might be able to teach homo sapiens a thing or two about how he should be functioning.

Cycling hertz

Since the day some unprincipled lout at RAP Stafford stole my bike, I have not pedalled. (I was going to say I haven't set foot on one, but that didn't seem quite right.) With the move to Sutton, though, I thought I'd give a go with a view to giving myself a bit of exercise by riding to the office, since it's only three miles. So I did. One of my son's Moulton up a bit, it's costing me a fortune, filling all these bullet holes in every weekend.

"Yes, see what you mean. Mind you, it's all right for your three children highway-locity stuff, but you'll be in trouble with those blasted buzzsaw rockets."

"Well, I haven't got time for more than heavy-calibre machine-gun protection. I said I'd put the new lino tiles down at the hall today, and you know what she's like if I don't do things straight away. She's out this morning, down at the hand-grenade class."

Butter side down

Having just taken our library out of the orange plastic boxes it came from Dorset House, I've found an opportunity to observe Murphy's Law in inexorable velocit stuff, but you'll be in trouble with the Bourgeois 'Butter side down'. It's costing me a fortune, filling all these bullet holes in every weekend.
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SPECIAL OFFER

exclusive to Wireless World readers...

Since its recent introduction the Keithley 130 has established itself as one of the finest Handheld D.M.M.'s available.

And through Wireless World it can be yours for only £73.60 including V.A.T., package and postage – a saving of £17.25 on the recommended retail price.

Features include:

* Full 10 amp range  
  * Only one calibration adjustment per annum
* 25 ranges and five functions; ohms DC and AC volts and amps
* 100uA, 1mA, 0.1% Sensitivity  
  * 20,000 hour M.T.B.F.
* + One year guaranteed on specification

To take advantage of this unique offer, simply fill in the coupon, and send it to Wireless World with a cheque or Postal Order, allowing 21 days for delivery.

Note: Offer closes on December 10th. This offer applies to readers in the U.K. only.

To: Wireless World Offer, Keithley Instruments Ltd., 1 Bolton Road, Reading, Berks.

Please send me a Keithley 130 at £73.60 including V.A.T., package and postage. I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to Keithley Instruments Ltd.

Name ________________________________________________

Address ______________________________________________

---

PRINTED CIRCUITS

FOR WIRELESS WORLD PROJECTS

| V.U. television scan—Oct 1975—1 s.a. | £8.60 |
| Single f. power amp—Sept 1975—1 s.a. | £9.00 |
| Audio compressor/limiter—Dec 1975—1 s.s. (mono) | £8.95 |
| FM tuner (advanced)—April 1976—1 s.s. | £8.00 |
| Cassette recorder—May 1976—1 s.s. | £8.00 |
| Audio compressor—July 1976—1 s.s. | £4.25 |
| Time delay clock—August 1976—2 s.s. | £13.80 |
| Audio preamplifier—November 1976—2 s.s. | £8.60 |
| Additional circuit—October 1976—2 s.s. | £8.60 |
| Stereo decoder—April 1977—1 s.s. | £4.60 |
| Fiber optic and memory—January 1977—2 s.s. | £14.00 |
| Logic board (10 pin, 5 in.) printed and mounted 13m. x 10cm. | £2.90 |
| Low distortion dc amplifier (mono)—September 1977—1 s.s. | £5.20 |
| Low distortion audio indicator—September 1977—1 s.s. | £5.20 |
| Oscilloscope in transit—November 1977—2 s.s. | £12.80 |
| Metal detector—July 1978—1 s.s. | £7.75 |
| Oscilloscope wavemeter span—October 1978—2 s.s. | £16.00 |
| Regularity test apparatus—August 1978—1 s.s. | £2.00 |
| Wavelength meter—November 1978—1 s.s. | £5.50 |
| Variable noise generator—January 1979—1 s.s. | £5.00 |
| 20MHz frequency meter—January 1979—1 s.s. | £7.00 |
| 15MHz frequency meter—January 1979—1 s.s. | £3.00 |
| 8MHz frequency meter—January 1979—1 s.s. | £3.00 |
| Distortion meter and oscilloscope—July 1979—2 s.s. | £5.50 |
| Moving coil preamplifier—August 1979—1 s.s. | £3.50 |
| Multi-mode transmitter—October 1979—2 s.s. | £38.60 |
| Amplification system—Glasgow 1976—3 pin jack 1 poweramp | £4.20 each | £16.00 |
| Digital capacitance meter—April 1980—2 s.s. | £7.60 |
| Colour graphics system—April 1980—1 s.s. | £18.50 |
| Audio spectrum analyser—May 1980—3 s.s. | £10.66 |
| Digital delay generator—August 1980—1 s.s. | £6.66 |
| Floating bridge power amp—Glasgow 1980—1 s.s. (12V or 40V) | £4.00 |
| Nanocap—J.W. 1980—1 s.s. | £4.00 |
| Logic probe—Feb 1981—2 s.s. | £4.00 |

And many more. Companies invited to send kits for our up-to-date price list.

Please phone for availability before ordering. All our prices include 15% VAT. Postage extra.

WHOLESALE

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AU113</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3k-Presets</td>
<td></td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB4800</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4700N 16V Elect.</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7448 TTL</td>
<td>1,600</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-Pin DIL Socket</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-60 P10 4MHz</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2708 EPROM</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>4.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2114 SRAM</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>3.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4116 DRAM</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And many more. Companies invited to send kits for our up-to-date price list.

Please phone for availability before ordering. All our prices include 15% VAT. Postage extra.

STRUTT

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING LTD.

3 Queen Street, Harrow, Middx.

DISTRIBUTORS

Teleduick oscilloscopes are sold & serviced worldwide by Tektronix

Please send me more information on Teleduick Oscilloscopes

Name ____________________________

Company ____________________________

Address ____________________________

Phone ____________________________

Tektronix International Inc.

European Marketing Centre

Postbus 287, 1180 AV Amstelveen

The Netherlands
Bigger stock investment greater equipment range means wider choice

Temperature measuring equipment

Table 1: Thermocouples not incl.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Price From</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calibration 10V DC, 0°C to 100°C</td>
<td>$125</td>
<td>FEBRUARY 1981</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Temperature | $75 | Fine Thermocouples
| Equipment | $120 | Precision Traceable
| Calibration | $100 | 0°C to 100°C
| Equipment | $75 | 0°C to 100°C

Bigger stock investment greater equipment range means wider choice

Temperature measuring equipment

Table 2: Thermocouples not incl.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Price From</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calibration 10V DC, 0°C to 100°C</td>
<td>$125</td>
<td>FEBRUARY 1981</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Temperature | $75 | Fine Thermocouples
| Equipment | $120 | Precision Traceable
| Calibration | $100 | 0°C to 100°C
| Equipment | $75 | 0°C to 100°C
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**VALVES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Order No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>capacitance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inductance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diodes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transistors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>switches</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relays</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fuses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RADIO SHACK LTD**

Ham Bands with 1.5-30 MHz receive with built-in 150 MHz frequency counter plus option of 0.1 MHz receive and/or any transmitting application 1-30 MHz.

**RADIO SHACK LTD**

For Communications equipment including Trio products and Trio-tractor.

**GALILAN OF COURSE!! THEY’VE ALWAYS GOT WHAT I WANT, MOTOROLA M.H.R.F. AND JAPANESE REPLACEMENT TYPES.**

BURDITT ROAD, WISBECH CAMBS PE13 2PS

TEL: 0945 632B1 TELEX 32839

**IEEE A-D for PET**

PCI 1000

- ±12 Bit Resolution
- 16 Channel Multiplexed Input by Secondary Address
- 2 versions - ±10V Single ended
- Set to Order as low as ±10mV
- Differential
- 2 Pet type Bus Edge Connectors
- Individual “Talk” LEDs for Each Channel

Write or Phone for a Data Sheet

**RELAY UNIT FOR PET**

PCI 2000

- Uses IEEE Bus
- 8 Channel Normally Open Relay
- Channel Number, Open/Close by Secondary Address
- LEDs for Each Relay
- Internal Power Supply 28V at 250mA to drive Large Relays
- 2 Pet type Bus Edge Connectors

Write or Phone for a Data Sheet
Cut costs and speed trouble shooting

with the

Huntron Tracker

The easy to use test instrument displays shorts, opens, and leakage in solid state components. Check diodes, transistors, thyristors, FET's, MOSFET's, LED's, electrolytics and UVIC. IN CIRCUIT! Test your diode or analogue hybrid hybrids. WITH IN CIRCUIT POWER! Current limited to prevent delicate devices in the MOS-CMOS family. Case 9V-30-40- even 30pf of feld-effect types and recover your investment fast! Exclusive 12 months warranty, available today.

MTL Microtesting Limited
1-15 Butts Road, Alton, Hampshire
Telephone: Alton (0420) 212048

LOW VOLTAGE POWER DRILLS AND ACCESSORIES

Illustration shows Titan Drill and Stand
(Price £27 inc. VAT and postage which is One of the combinations which can be purchased from our comprehensive range of Drills and Accessories)

Prices from £3.34 (Titan Drill only)

Sent 25p for Catalogue.

A. D. BAYLISS & SON LTD
PHERA WORKS, REDMARLEY
GLOUCESTER GL9 1AJ

TELEPHONE: 089.136 1077

W. MILLS
The Maltings, Maltings Road,
GLOUCESTER GL1 2ST

ELECTRONIC VALVES WANTED

All Types Receiving, Transmitting, Industrial

Phone/write to:
PYPE HAYES RADIO LTD
606 Kingsbury Road
Birmingham B24 8PJ
021-373 4942

W. WOL -R- H-F- E-P

DE LUXE EASY TO BUILD LINSLEY HODD
75W STEREO AMPLIFIER £85.00 + VAT

The easy to build version of our world-wide acclaimed 75W amplifier kit based on our own special circuit and output stage technology. Simple to build and yet produces a level of quality which is second to none. Current feedback and unity gain class A operation ensured. Many fancy features included such as bias and volume control adjustment, and much more. Can be used as part of a complete hi-fi system.

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £49.50 + VAT

DE LUXE EASY TO BUILD LINSLEY HODD
75W STEREO AMPLIFIER £85.00 + VAT

T20 + 20 20W STEREO AMPLIFIER £33.10 + VAT

This kit, based upon a design published by Practical Wireless, uses a single channel circuit based around a 20W output stage. Power output is 20W RMS per channel. Each channel handle a 20W supply and all kits include all necessary hardware and instructions. Can be used for a complete hi-fi system.

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £28.40 + VAT

TO MATCH TUNERS - See our FREE CATALOGUE!

MANY MORE KITS ON NEXT PAGE!

BLACK HOLE

MUSIC EFFECTS DEVICE - AS FEATURED IN ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL!

The BLACK HOLE designed by Tim Dry, is a powerful new module effects device for processing both musical and electronic instruments, offering great flexibility and reprogrammability. Designed to work with our VIBRATOR or our EFFETS. Can be programmed to delay the output signal, produce a rhythmic beat, and create a musical drum sound. The ability to program the frequency response is something that has never been achieved before. BLACK HOLE's tone control and delay line system allow for the development of new sounds. The design is easy to build and includes a variety of effects, making it a versatile tool for creative musicians.

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £49.80 + VAT (single delay line system)

DE LUXE VERSION (dual delay line system) £59.80 + VAT

WIRELESS WORLD FEBRUARY 1981

DE LUXE EASY TO BUILD LINSLEY HODD
75W STEREO AMPLIFIER £85.00 + VAT

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £49.80 + VAT (single delay line system)

Value Added Tax not included in prices

OUR CATALOGUE IS FREE! WRITE OR PHONE NOW!

POWERTRAN ELECTRONICS
PORTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
ANDOVER
(0264) 646455

MPA 200 100 Watt (rms into 8Ω) MIXER/AMPLIFIER

Featured as a conventional unit in £85, the MPA 200 is an exceptionally low priced - but professionally finished - general purpose power amplifier. It delivers an adequate input level which adequately tests the range of sources such as a microphone, guitar, etc. There are wide range tone controls and a variable volume control. Mechanically the MPA 200 is completely moulded, with minimal wiring - small虚假 building very clean and effective.

The kit includes fully wired instruction, plastic PCBs, parts, etc. - complete down to the last nut and bolt.

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £49.90 + VAT

MATCHES THE CHROMATHEQUE 5000 PERFECTLY!

CHROMATHEQUE 5000 6 CHANNEL LIGHTING EFFECT SYSTEM

This system appeals to those who are slightly less familiar with electronics TODAY INTERNATIONAL. It has 6 separate channels with individual level controls on each channel. Control of the lights is comparatively easy to the best. You can run the amp out and straight-forward output inaudible. We have to note that the lights are a speed dependent type, with low level or fast speed control. The kit includes fully wired instruction, plastic PCBs, parts, etc. - complete down to the last nut and bolt.

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £49.50 + VAT
Think of KGM as your monitor production line...

Use CRT displays in your systems or equipment? Then it’s well worth getting to know the KGM resources. We can take both design and production problems off our own experienced shoulders. Far better than struggling with complex video concepts yourself!

For a quick scan of KGM capability, look through our new colour folder — featuring some of the units we have produced for major customers. Some are based on our standard monitor range — but even these come with a choice of thick film modules or discrete components, for maximum ‘tailor-made’ flexibility. And today our technology extends to complete keyboard and microprocessor units. If you’re ready to talk monitors now, ring our Sales Engineers. Or start with one of those folders.

KGM Electronics Limited
Clock Tower Road, Ilkworth, Middlesex TW6 6DU
Tel: 01-886 0011, Telex: 534 120

PM COMPONENTS LTD., VALVE & COMPONENTS SPECIALISTS
CONINGSBY HOUSE, WROTHAM ROAD, MEOPHAM, KENT TEL. 0474 813225

NEW BRANDED VALVES

DIODES

PM COMPONENTS LTD.

CONINGSBY HOUSE, WROTHAM ROAD, MEOPHAM, KENT TEL. 0474 813225

P&M COMPONENTS LTD.

Valve & Components Specialists

KGM

Electronics

Limited

SEMICONDUCTORS

NEW BRANDED VALVES

PM COMPONENTS LTD.

Valve & Components Specialists

WIREWOUND RESISTORS

DIODES

WIREWOUND RESISTORS

PM COMPONENTS LTD.

Valve & Components Specialists
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**NEW PROFILE AMPLIFIERS - Two New Series**

**MOSFET**

**CHOOSE AN I.L.P MOSFET POWER AMP when it is important to have a linear and true sound quality. In total, we offer 16 models, which will enable you to create a sound that is as close as possible to the original. The I.L.P power amplifiers are subdivided into three categories: MINI, MID and HIGH POWER. The exclusive character of the mini-series, which is especially developed for compact systems, allows for a perfect reproduction of the new Profile range. These three categories are divided as follows:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Output Power</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Signal Noise</th>
<th>Price &amp; VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOS120</td>
<td>120W RMS</td>
<td>20Hz-20kHz</td>
<td>0.008%</td>
<td>£24.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOS200</td>
<td>200W RMS</td>
<td>20Hz-20kHz</td>
<td>0.008%</td>
<td>£32.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOS300</td>
<td>300W RMS</td>
<td>20Hz-20kHz</td>
<td>0.008%</td>
<td>£43.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BIPOLAR**

**CHOOSE AN I.L.P BIPOLAR POWER AMP when a high efficiency and stable operation is required. The I.L.P power amplifiers are subdivided into two categories: MINI and MID POWER. The exclusive character of the mid-series, which is especially developed for compact systems, allows for a perfect reproduction of the new Profile range. These two categories are divided as follows:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Output Power</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Signal Noise</th>
<th>Price &amp; VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HYP100</td>
<td>100W RMS</td>
<td>20Hz-20kHz</td>
<td>0.008%</td>
<td>£20.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYP200</td>
<td>200W RMS</td>
<td>20Hz-20kHz</td>
<td>0.008%</td>
<td>£30.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NEW PRE-AMPS**

**NEW POWER SUPPLY UNITS**

- **HY60** (mono) and **HY66** (stereo) are new to I.L.P's range of audio-quality modules. These new pre-amplifiers were designed to ensure a perfect compatibility with all I.L.P power amplifiers and bipolar, giving you the chance to get the best possible reproduction from your equipment.
- **HY60** and **HY66** pre-amps are protected against short circuit and wrong polarity. Full assembly instructions are provided.
- **Mounting Board** for HY60 or HY66.
- **Mounting Board** for HY66 with 12V or 12V.

**COMPATIBLE WITH ALL I.L.P MODULES**

**THE NEW PROFILE EXTENSIONS**

The new powerful and linear amplifiers for I.L.P power amplifiers achieve a higher efficiency, but also allows for a higher sound quality and stability. The new models also provide options for thermal protection and are suitable for use in all kinds of environments, including cars, boats, and audio systems. For more information, please contact your local retailer or visit our website.

**NEW TUBES**

**IN A RANGE OF 11-12 RIDER**

**LATEST TUBULAR TRANSFORMERS**

**1971-1980**

**TEN YEARS OF PLANNED PROGRESS**

When I.L.P electronics was founded in 1971, it was a small company that was determined to offer the best possible sound quality to its customers. Over the years, the company has grown and developed, offering a wide range of products that are now available worldwide. Today, I.L.P electronics is a leader in the audio industry, providing products that are reliable, efficient, and of the highest quality.
Now you can shop in Europe for Microwave Chip Capacitors.

A European source for Microwave and Ceramic Chip Capacitors is now available from Pascal who offer the full range from Eurofarad, one of Europe's leading capacitor manufacturers. Eurofarad's specifications meet all industrial, military and aerospace applications.

- Available in 4 sizes
- E6 & E12 kits available
- UK stock of individual values
- Available with ribbon leads
- High power capability
- High stability

For further details send for the Eurofarad Shortform - how!

Pascal Electronics Ltd
Hawke House, Green Street
Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex TW16 6RA
Telephone: 0632 87418 Telex: 8814563

TV TUBE REBUILDING

Faircrest Engineering Ltd., manufacturer a comprehensive range of equipment for processing all types of picture tubes. color and mono. Standard or for new business. We export world-wide and have an excellent export service backed by a strong technical team.

Full training courses are individually tailored to customers' requirements.

For further details of our service contact Neil Jupp

FAIRCREST ENGINEERING LTD.
Wille Road, Croydon. CR0 3XX
01-684 1422/01-684 0246

STEREO DISC AMPLIFIER 2
THE MOST THOROUGHLY RESEARCHED DISC AMPLIFIER THERE IS for Broadcasting, Spy Monitoring and Tri-Rad!

RING or write for full specifications of this or PPM Bases # PPM2 and PPM3 two-channel Stereophone Pre-amps # Kichler Ceramic ORT3, 12LU and 20LU and Kichler Cermet, air-core and iron-core transformers and windings for large and small volume work on audio and television equipment.

FAIRCREST, 14a South Street, Croydon. CR0 2BB
01-684 1422/01-684 0246

BASES

CRUS

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Satellite communications

and you...

in Practical Computing

The February issue available from leading newagents examines the feasibility of exchanging data between home computers, using satellites. In principle, a small rooftop dish aerial would allow a home computer in the UK to communicate with other users in the USA and Europe. Just think what that could do to your telephone bills.

Also in this issue:

Reviews of the latest amateur, user system for linking Computers, a new Pet pocket monitor and analogue backlighting peripheral for the BBC Micro. And the software side, a review of QZ2, a powerful information-handling system which far surpasses the PET.

The applications side sees four new transistors making one of a micro new technique center fit to the pet and pet plus. Articles, plus our regular advice columns for users of Pet, Apple and Tandy models for only 60p. For your newagents or post free as last issue.

Out January 21.

FOTOLAK

POSITIVE LIGHT SENSITIVE AEROSOL LACQUER

Enables you to produce perfect printed circuits in minutes! Suitable for dip printing circuits onto PET, Acetate film and packing. 65p per order. VAT

Milton Spring, Cheshunt, Herts. Telephone: Alum Rock Road, Birmingham B8 8DR. Telephone: 0-21-327 8255 A-5

BDS Microsystem Designs Ltd.
28 Pinewood Close, St Albans, Herts AL4 4DS

Telephone 0727 31831

NEW! Thurley 1503 high resolution multimeter £139

Greater resolution, greater accuracy, and greater versatility + VAT

4½ digits (+32,768 counts)
10μV, 10mV, 1nA resolution
0.05% basic DCV accuracy

LCD, fully field portable
7 functions including Frequency

Outstanding price/performance ratio

Thurley Electronics Ltd,
Coach Mews, St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs.
PE17 4BN. ENGLAND. Tel: (0480) 63570

WWW-903 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

40-CHANNEL CB SERVICEMASTER

• Easily identify channels in use

• Check channel performance in minutes

• Single BNC and SMSA interfaces

• Two sets of LED indicators for each channel

• Automatic test lead functioning

• Tri digital LCD display

• Tests CW and VOX

• Tests power and other CB accessories

• CB 0-60 Volt

• No external power required

WWW-472 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

WWW-905 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

WWW-473 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

WWW-911 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

WWW-913 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

WWW-915 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

WWW-917 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

WWW-919 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

WWW-921 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

WWW-923 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

WWW-925 FOR FURTHER DETAILS
FERRUT A.T.E.  
£650  
Phone for details.

EDDYSTONE RECEIVERS  
Model 2002, 2m, 200MHz £65 each.  Model 2004, 10m, 200MHz £95 each. Some modifications to suit your particular requirements. Some slight imperfections.  

INFRA RED IMAGE CONVERTER Type 9606 (EV 144)  
£600

VARIAN RUBIDIUM STANDARD  
£10,000.  

EX-MINISTRY SOLID STATE  
400 HZ INVERTER  
£225.  

TRANSITOR INVERTER  
280V output.  Single 2 way 5V operation.  £110 each.  

MINI-MULTI TESTER  
Details packet containing testing instrument and some test points.  £200.  

AC CONDENSERS  
For hi fi speakers, etc.  £50/£180 for 10 units.  

MULLARD UNILEX  
4 x 5V 50 microfarad.  £3 each.  

SUPER HI-FI SPEAKER CABINETS.  
4 speakers, 320 watts.  £380.  

SUPER CONSTRUCTOR'S SNIP  
Here is a super bargain for you.  100 test leads, regular wholesale price over 120, send to us for £11.95.  The leads are of high quality, suitable for use in all types of electronic equipment.  

EXTRACTOR FAN  
For general purpose.  £600.  

FOG FANS BALL BLOWER/UPPERS  
£400.  

FREQUENCY Pоперators  
5% in one hundred.  £7.50.  

RECHARGEABLE SOLID 60 BATERY.  £12.  

SWITCH  
Stainless steel.  £500.  

A.C. UNITS.  One of our specialties has been these,A.C.  

MILLBOARD  
24 for £20.  

3 CHANNEL TO LIGHT KIT  
Complete kit for parts for a matched sound system with controlling mechanism.  

EXTRA LIGHTWEIGHT HEADPHONES.  Gray, but these are made from special material, very light weight.  £200.  

REFLECTOR KEYBOARD MODEL 732 £100.00.  

12 Y LROOTER BATTERY  
MADE BY THE FRENCH ETS, PARIS.  

THE COMPLETE CONTROL TOWER  
£2.  

TIME CONNECTOR  
£9 50 each.  

EXTENSION CARDS  
£1 each.  

3 WATT MERCURY VAPOUR LAMP.  Fixed, 10 500.  

OPTO COUPLER  
ELECTROL 74502  
POST FREE  

TANEIC EXTRACTOR FAN  
£800.  

COMPUTER INPUT TERMINAL UNITS  
£175.  

SUPER KEYBOARD.  £100.00.  

SUPER CONSTRUCTOR'S SNIP  
Here is a super bargain for you.  100 test leads, regular wholesale price over 120, send to us for £11.95.  The leads are of high quality, suitable for use in all types of electronic equipment.  

J. BULL (Electrical) LTD  (Dept. WW)  
34-36 AMERICA LAND  
HAYWARDS HEATH, SUSSEX, RH15 2OU  

IT'S FREE  
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From Newtronics
THE NEW EXPLORER/85 SYSTEM
EXPLORER/85
PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER KIT

An inexpensive 8085, S100 Based Computer System designed for maximum flexibility. Now available with 8" Floppies.

The EXPLORER/85 offers you real design flexibility — you can build the exact system you require. EXP/85/85A can be your Beginnig System, EXP/85L or EXP/85LM Formatted and Filled to the line up.

The EXPLORER/85 comes with 256 Kbytes as a standard 24 pin System. 1544 Kbyte RAM on a single motherboard with room for RAM/RAM/iROM/EPROM and two 15-100 units.

The EXPLORER/85 has 100% complete kit of 90% of hardware, 95% of the $498.00 System. On the EXPLORER/85 you can choose 34
different configurations. 90% of your budget, automatic computer. Many other features which you can order or select from the kit. Complete computer monitor and 8080, 8085, 6800, 6809, etc.

The EXPLORER/85 is a complete 100% compatible with the S100 bus system. Microprocessor - 8085A, 8086, 8088, 8031, 80386, 80387, etc.

PIU/M/M -- Don't buy more than you need. Prices start from £100.

Perfect for engineers, business, special projects, or just for fun. The EXPLORER/85 is a complete 100% compatible with the S100 bus system. Microprocessor - 8085A, 8086, 8088, 8031, 80386, 80387, etc.

Write to JEWTRONICS for details.

LETTHE NEWTRONICS HELP YOU EXPAND YOUR SYSTEM

8" FLOPPY DISC SYSTEM

'7 Central Drive Comp Fighters
1326 South Street London
Surrey

256 Kbyte drive, automatic track and sector selection.

SBC CONTROLLED 5.25" Drive only £89.00

2716 FLOPP DISK CONTROLLER inclusive of 72 PIN 5.25" drive £59.00

9-9 x 9 dot graphics character set with Centronics compatible interface £349

Oki Microline 80

Small, light, quiet matrix printer £103

40, 80 or 120 cols.

6 x 8 lines per inch.

96 ASCII + 64 graphics character set with Centronics compatible interface £349

EPSON MX80

"The world's first printer with disposable print head"

9 x 9 dot matrix. Logic Seeking. Bi-directional;


ONLY £359

ELF II SPECIFICATION

ELF II BOARD WITH VIDEO OUTPUT FEATURING THE RCA CONMAC 1822B color memory microprocessor with 256 byte RAM expandable to 64K.

The board is a complete color video graphics system program on TV screens via the RF Modulator connection or on a video monitor. It includes a color Hitachi 4630 memory microprocessor, 15 Megabyte memory with four expansion options via the board. It features all the main features of the 386/387 compatible with a unique programming language called LIT. Once you have mastered the ELF II Board you can then expand to a full 64K microcomputer with a range of ELF II expansion cards available (EX01 600, EX10 AD Converter, EX02 RAM. ASK, EX31 CRT, EX03 HARD DISK). The only complete microcomputer system.$649.95

$49.95

NOW $79.95

IDEAL FOR APPLE OR IBM X: 161, ETC.

TVM 10" MONITOR

£79.95

SPECIAL OFFER $59.95

SENSAE FOR COMPREHENSIVE BROCHURE

Please add VAT to all prices. For full prices and payment details please contact JEWTRONICS at 3, The Minories, London EC3N 1BJ. Telephone: 01-488 33168.
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Here it is! The Brand New 8022A Hand-Held DMM

ROAD TIMES 78 MILES, delivery 1984.80.
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**PM 5519 - THE BEST PATTERN GENERATOR IN THE WORLD**

**PM 55191 CTV pattern generator**
* Over 20 colour and b/w test patterns, carefully selected for maximum versatility
* RF signal available in bands III, IV and V
* Variable video output (with 1 V fixed position)
* External video and sound modulation facility
* Composite sync output for triggering - includes the line frame and blanking pulses to the local TV standard
* Versions available for non-British TV systems

**PHILIPS CHOICE FOR SERVICE**
A selection from the range of Philips instruments with wide service applications.

**PM 5236 RF signal generator**
* 100 kHz - 125 MHz in nine overlapping ranges
* Built in 5 digit counter
* 50 mV RF output at 500 can be attenuated to over 100 dB
* Electronically stabilized output level
* Webulator facility

**PM 2517 digital multimeter**
* Full four digit
* Choice of LED or LCD display
* True RMS AC readings
* Triggering from either channel or external input
* Auto TV triggering
* Same sensitivity on X and Y channels
* B/w converter
* Full 8 x 10 cm screen

**PM 6667 and 6668 high resolution counters**
* 1 GHz (PM 6668) or 120 MHz (PM 6667)
* Microprocessor control with built-in intelligence
* Auto triggering on all waveforms and duty cycles
* 15 mV RMS sensitivity
* High stability X-Y Oscillators: 10 month
* Self-diagnosis routine
* Battery option

Reader inquiry number 223

**NEW PHILIPS CATALOGUE**
The 300 page 1981 Philips Test and Measuring Instruments catalogue contains details of the company's full audio and video service equipment capability, as well as of its entire test and measuring range. Please send your free copy by circling reader inquiry number 215.

WHERE TO BUY YOUR PHILIPS AUDIO AND VIDEO SERVICE EQUIPMENT
This entire range is available from the Philips Electronic Instruments Department (see address below) or from Philips Service Centres (phone 01 468 0025 for the address of your nearest branch). In addition, the PM 2517 and PM 5500 are available from Wessex Electronics Ltd, 14, 16 North Street, Downend, Bristol BS16 5EJ. Tel: (0272) 511494.

Use the inquiry service to obtain information about the products which interest you. Alternatively, phone (0223) 358865 and speak to our Commercial Office on extension 145/42.

Reader inquiry number 225

---

**INFRA COMPUTER COMPONENTS LIMITED**

Pendernorne House
7 Westfield Road
Great Shelford
Cambridge CB2 5JW

Telephone: (0223) 841728/843953

**MEMORIES**

| EPROMS | 1M2A | 4.90 | 2141450 re | £2.10 |
| EPROMS | 2M3B | 4.80 | 2141450 re | £2.40 |
| EPROMS | 2116K (+5) 450ns | 5.50 | 4416200 re | £2.60 |
| EPROMS | 2732A | 15.00 | 4416150 re | £2.75 |
| EPROMS | 2732B | 18.00 | 4416150 re | £3.00 |

**SPECIAL OFFERS**

| LS SERIES PRICES SLASHED: SOME AT A GLANCE | |
| LS 245 = £1.70 each | LS 242 = £1.20 each |
| LS 240 = £1.40 each | LS 241 = £1.30 each |
| LS 244 = £1.15 each | LS 157 = £0.50 each |

A WHOLE RANGE MORE ON TRADE REQUEST

PM 3207 dual trace oscilloscope
* Ideal for service and general purpose applications
* 15 MHz/3mV

**READERS INQUIRY NUMBER 224**

**PHILIPS**

Test & Measuring Instruments
Join the Professionals...

Crimson modulator audio amplifiers feature: 
1. Low values of transistor and stray capacitance distortions. 
2. Envelope distortion below 0.001% for audio frequencies. 
4. P.C. pin and edge connector terminations. 
5. Full range of complementary components, i.e., P.S.U.'s. 

Qualit...
A dual trace 10MHz high sensitivity oscilloscope incorporating all the latest high technology developments to bring you all these outstanding features as standard.

- 10cm x 8cm display.
- 2mV sensitivity on both channels.
- Add and invert facility.
- Probe compensation.
- Push button X-Y.
- Trace locate.
- 10MHz (±3dB) overfull display.
- Complete with probes.

At a price of £230.00 + VAT. Ensures British leadership in the low cost high performance oscilloscope market.

Distributors required in certain countries.
LOW COST — HIGH RESULTS
Major Price Breakthrough on 6 MIL Pink Poly

Why pay more for the same results?
Our Pink Poly bags end the hazard of static spark discharge in handling and packaging of sensitive electronic components.

44 Standard sizes, 15 from Stock
Example:
8 x 8 £111.07/1000
10 x 12 £173.47/1000
13 x 16 £217.78/1000

Other sizes and quantity prices available on request.

Send for full technical information to:
CAVAC SYSTEMS LTD
Unit 15, Suttons Industrial Park
London Road, Earley, Reading, RG6 1AZ
Tel: 01441 685983 Telex: 645216

LCR Bridges.
Are you paying more than you need for more than you need?

For the vast majority of capacitance, resistance and inductance measurement applications, the Avo Measuring Bridge B1515 is ideal. It can be used for production checking, fault finding, development engineering and much more. True it may not be as elaborate as other measuring bridges, but it's not as pricey either. The B151 offers accuracy at ±0.3% ±1 digit, a high level of sensitivity, a full range of resistance measurement at dc and of R, L and C at kHz ac. There are also facilities for an external test frequency source and a polarizing voltage for capacitors. Consider your requirements carefully. Match them against our data sheet. Call us today for your copy.

Avo Limited
Archcliffe Road, Dover, Kent CT17 9BN
Telephone: 05304 202620 Telex: 968283

You'll never meet a better meter

A Member of the TRỌNEMI Group
WW — 068 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

EPROM Erasure at low prices.

Chiptech ultraviolet erasers have been designed primarily for economy in situations that have a low throughput. Although low cost, they are also the fastest and most efficient erasers of their size. All models are fitted with 600-hour UV tubes, safety interlocks and housed in gold anodised aluminium casings.

PE 14 6 chips £56.00
PE 14T 6 chips £76.58

For larger systems users, model PE 24T has a double tube construction and automatic shut-off with 60 minute timer.

ChipTech Limited.
Tewin Court, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire AL7 1JU
Tel: 07079 32140 Telex: 895345

prices exclude delivery and VAT

WW — 089 FOR FURTHER DETAILS
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TELEVISION SOUND IS GOOD!

Yes it’s true … but you’ll need to listen through a Minin Television Sound Tuner to be convinced. Music, wildlife, even the news suddenly comes to life when you can hear all the detail that you expect from High Fidelity equipment. Connect the Minin Television Sound Tuner to the amplifier or music centre or listen directly on headphones so no to disturb others.

Further information will only cost you £2 — stamp out poor television sound!

Name
Address

Minin Audio Limited, Lent Rise Road, Burnham Slough SL1 7NY Tel: Burnham 63724
MININ AUDIO
make a note of our name!
FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER
SOUTH-EAST

Instrumentation Laboratory (UK) Limited is a market leader in the design and manufacture of a range of sophisticated instruments used extensively in clinical and industrial laboratories.

We currently have a vacancy for a Field Service Engineer to cover the Surrey and Sussex area to install, maintain and repair our range of Biomedical instruments.

Applicants should have a sound background in electronics and experience in the design and manufacture of a range of sophisticated instruments used extensively in medical and industrial laboratories.

An attractive salary will be offered, together with considerable additional benefits, including Company car, pension scheme, and B.U.P.A. membership.

Applicants who reside within the area or are prepared to move should telephone or write to:

Miss S. M. Houghton
INSTRUMENTATION LABORATORY (UK) LIMITED
Kelvin Close, Birchwood
Warrington, Cheshire, WA3 7PB
Tel: 0925 810141

INSTRUCTORS
BROADCAST VTRs AND CAMERAS

The Group Training Department in Reading, England, need experienced instructors to specialise in training courses in broadcast television colour cameras and videotape recorders. Key requirements are:

- Experience as (or the personality to become) an expert instructor with the talent to impart technical information to engineers of many nationalities and varying depth of knowledge.

- Practical experience of broadcast television or similar equipment.

- Theoretical knowledge of advanced electronics (A knowledge of languages is an advantage)

This is an opportunity to join a company in the forefront of technological innovation in a position offering overseas travel and contact with engineers of many countries. Attractive salary, pension, life assurance and permanent health schemes.

Contact: Maureen Bracke
AMPEX GREAT BRITAIN LTD.
Acre Road, Reading, England
Tel: (0734) 85200

Trainee Broadcast Transmitter Engineers

We have opportunities for Engineers imme or female ideally at the HNC/HIC or equivalent level, to join us on our next training programme which commences this summer. Consideration will also be given to applicants at the City & Guilds Full Tech to CNAA pass degree level. This comprehensive and carefully devised training, in collaboration with a leading Polytechnic, can result in a nationally recognised diploma, and is a step beyond traditional learning, combining theoretical and practical studies to give you a grounding in broadcast engineering that is second to none.

During the course we will pay your fees, accommodation and meals and if you do not already possess a full driving licence, we will arrange and pay for your instruction. Your salary, on satisfactory completion of the training, will be £6,752, and will then rise annually to £8,372 per annum, with further progression to £9,433 per annum. Your initial salary while training will be in the range of £5,000 / £5,400 per annum.

Additionally we offer you a generous range of benefits, including free life assurance and personal accident schemes, a contributory pension scheme, generous relocation expenses and subsidised mortgage facilities.

To receive our illustrated information package and application form please write to or telephone Mike Wright, Personnel Officer - Engineering, Regent's House, Crawley Court, Reading. Tel: (0734) 85200.
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ELECTRONIC OPPORTUNITIES
£5,000-£15,000

Microprocessors - Minicomputers - Digital - Analogue - HF - VHF - UHF - Microwave

Where does your skill and interest lie?


* Our clients are drawn from all sectors of industry.
* There are opportunities at all levels from Technician to Manager.
* Most UK locations and some Overseas.
* Make your first call count - Contact MIKE GERMAT on 076-384-674 /7 (24 hours)

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER AND MANAGEMENT APPOINTMENTS LTD

148-150 High Street, Berkley, Rayton, Herts. SG8 8EG

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATES

Classified Advertisements accepted subject to space being available. February, for March issue.

CLASSIFIED RATES

£12.00 per single col. centimetre (min. 2cm).

LINE advertisements (run on): £2.00 per line, minimum three lines.

BOX NUMBERS: £1 extra. Replies should be addressed to the Box Number in the advertisement, c/o Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.

PHONE: Eddie Farrell, BI-061 3050, Ext. 8154.

Classified Advertisement Rates are currently zero rated for the purpose of V.A.T.
Tremendous growth and success has created the need for even more first class staff for one of the world’s leaders in professional television broadcast equipment.

During 1981 some 60 to 70 jobs must be filled, most of which are available now and based at our European Headquarters at Brompton Stoke, plus several more in other parts of our marketing territory.

If you feel the thought of enjoying the success of world leadership then write in strict confidence to Barry White, Personnel Manager, Sony Broadcast, now! And please don’t forget the c.v.

Regional Sales Manager

Southern Europe

Reporting to the General Manager - Sales, the successful candidate will be required to take up a substantial assignment with an established company on the Eastern European market. The successful candidate, who will be expected to spend a substantial part of his time travelling in the territories, will have degree of initiative and self-motivation allowing him to build up and develop a substantial assignment in the region. The effective development of this region could lead to a major sales breakthrough.

Sales Manager – Africa

This is a challenging position for an experienced sales engineer or sales manager with a good knowledge of both the radio and television market. Knowledge of the African market or other overseas markets will be highly desirable. The successful candidate, who will be expected to travel extensively, will be required to build up and develop a substantial sale into the region. This type of position will be suited to a dynamic and suitably experienced candidate.

Sales Engineer

Within the sales division are several challenging opportunities for engineers who are experienced in video-camera and/or VTR’s to supplement our sales force. A number of vacancies exist in both TV and video equipment. Successful candidates are likely to be in the age range 25-30 and should be highly motivated and able to work on their own initiative. Experience in working or dealing with customers would be an advantage but the main requirement is a pleasant personality and ability to get along well with people. The basic salary will be above average and even better for those wishing to visit frequently to West Africa and the Middle East.

Senior Proposals Engineer

Reporting to the Sales Operations Manager. The successful applicant will have a technical background in television engineering preferably in the broadcast industry. He will be required to understand individual equipment as well as overall broadcast systems and will enjoy working with the minimum of supervision, often under pressure. The work will include the assessment of customer’s specifications and the preparation of the company’s response to both the technical and commercial conditions. A knowledge of foreign languages would be useful although not essential.

Assistant Product Managers and Product Engineers

We have openings for Assistant Product Managers and Product Engineers in each of our four regions: TV or Consumer, BROADCAST, TV or Consumer, and U/Matic VTRs. The Assistant Product Manager posts will ideally be graduate engineers with some years of experience in video equipment. Applicants for Assistant Product Engineer posts will probably be less experienced and will be offered both levels of experience to consider the right kind of experience in line with formal qualifications.

Successful candidates will be suitable for the position of Assistant Manager to provide technical product support both within Sony Broadcast and externally to customers.

Lecturer

The successful candidate would conduct theoretical and practical training courses on our major products. A background of working experience, if able to write circuit descriptions and produce training manuals with line block diagrams.

Appointments

Sony Broadcast Ltd.

City Hall House

Basing View, Basingstoke

Hampshire RG21 2LA

United Kingdom
Professional Careers in Electronics

All the others are measured by us...

At Marconi Instruments we ensure that the very best of innovative design is used on our range of communications test instruments and A.T.E. We have a number of opportunities in our Production and Service Departments and we can offer attractive salaries; productivity bonus, pension and sick pay schemes together with help with relocation. If you are interested to hear more, please fill in the following details.

Name

Address

Telephone Work/Home (if convenient)

Years of experience 0-1 1-3 3-6 Over 6

Present salary £3500 £4500 £5500

Qualifications None C & G HNC Degree

Present job

Return this coupon to John Prodir, Marconi Instruments Limited, FREEPOST, St. Albans, Herts AL4 0BR. Tel. St Albans 59292
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Appointments

Telecommunications Manager

KENANA SUGAR COMPANY LIMITED, in which the Sudan Government is a major shareholder, is developing Africa's largest sugar estate, including a sugar factory and refinery, on the White Nile some 200 miles south of Khartoum. The company has recently installed a VHF radio system (RCA) with over 300 mobile sets, 18 base stations and 10 channels. Other equipment includes UHF systems and HF with FSK for teleprinter communications. A contract for a microphone and multiplexdial telephone system (1,000 line exchange and 80 PABXs) will be let shortly. A Telecommunications Manager is required to control the Communications Division employing 40 people. He will be responsible for maintaining the service and equipment and will work closely with the company's consultants throughout the installation period.

An electrical/electronic engineering qualification at least to HNC level, management competence and a minimum of seven years' experience maintaining telecommunication/telephone equipment as specified are essential.

A highly competitive salary will be negotiated plus 15% end of contract gratuity, discretionary bonus and education allowances (where applicable). Four and one half years leave, passages paid, free air conditioned accommodation, services and medical attention. Sports and club facilities.

Please send relevant details - in confidence - to R. M. Cooper ref. ZH.60661. Further information will be sent.
RURAL OXON

Our client enjoys a reputation for innovative design in the field of Data Communications and has recently become the U.K. distributor for an International world leader in modems. With many excellent graduates in "the pipeline" an exciting expansion programme has been planned for the 1980's, starting with a move into a modern custom-built factory. To accelerate the development of these new products, opportunities now exist for ambitious electronics engineers to supplement the present management team and make an effective contribution towards the continued success of this dynamic young Company.

PRE-PRODUCTION ENGINEER

Aged 25-40 with an Electronics degree you will need to demonstrate a high level of practical expertise in new product development.

This key position requires a person with the ability to put theoretical ideas into practical, economical production and involves a great deal of liaison with management at all levels.

Design or user know-how of modems, line drivers and data communications would be a distinct advantage although additional in-house training will be given to the successful candidate.

For the successful applicants the rewards will be high, not only in the attractive package and relocation expenses but also in the opportunities that exist for personal career development in a rapidly expanding company which is geared to extensive, controlled growth in a buoyant market.

Applicants, Male or Female, should telephone Ken Hoare on 020 846 0021 or write to:

Gresham Executive Appointments, 3rd Floor, New Church Chambers, 87a New Street, Birmingham.

SITUATIONS VACANT

Data Communications Engineers

£8,000

We are looking for experienced Data Communications Engineers to work in their R&D department in Oxford. The role would suit an engineer with experience in digital telecoms in a R&D role. The position would suit someone with experience in liaison and project management.

Newly appointed to a leading electronics company. The post will be linked to their R&D department, initially working on an advanced digital protocol. This will involve the design, development and testing aspects of the protocol, and the successful candidate will need to have experience in these areas. They will work closely with the design team and the project manager, and will be responsible for ensuring that the project is completed within the set time and budget.

The role will be based in Oxford and would suit an engineer looking for a new challenge in a leading company.

If you are interested in this role, please contact us for further details.

Gresham Executive Appointments

Telephone: 01-637 5551 (3 lines)

COLOUR VIDEO AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS

Varied work in small experienced team operating broadcast quality studios / recording service, plus research and development.

SENIOR VIDEO ENGINEER

£7500-£8727

To run development / maintenance sub-contract, supporting video player network, broadcast colour recorders, E.G.N. units, etc.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER

£5952-£7212

Digital and analogue skills for new equipment development and some research work. For further details and application forms from the Personnel Officer, Design & Development, E. M. Walton & Co. Ltd., Milton, Montacute, (Bath) BA1 5ET. Telephone 0823 2635.

RURAL OXON

TECHNICAL SUPPORT ENGINEER

This new position will ideally suit an experienced engineer used to acting as a technical co-ordinator between the customer and the company. The successful candidate will act as a link to all sales and will carry out a troubleshooting role with the end-user.

This diverse role calls for an engineer co-ordinating the field service function, providing technical support for service manuals for company products, in-house and end-user technical troubleshooting as well as a back up to the marketing function. Hence appreciation of user problems in the data communications-computer data link field would be a great asset.

We are looking for a Broadband or Plessey technical resource.

If you are interested in this role, please contact us for further details.

Gresham Executive Appointments

Phone: 01-637 5551 (3 lines)
WASHINGTON WIRELESS FEBRUARY 1981

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

Available in 20, 33 and 47 micron film, 0.1uF to 50uF. Price from £1.20/unit. Contact The Life Electric, 103 Uscombe, Berks. Tel: 01-877 9778.

PCB ARTWORK DESIGN

Full service on printed circuit artwork, assembly and manufacturing. Printed Electrotech Ltd., 361 The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM3 9GL. Tel: 01-992 2755.

MICROPROCESSOR DESIGN SERVICE

Dept. of Industry Approval. Digital/Analog Circuits and Software Inco. Complete service right from the design stage to test equipment. For details contact: The Life Electric, 103 Uscombe Rd, Berks. Tel: 01-877 9778.

WIRELESS WIRELESS FEBRUARY 1981

SMALL BATCH PRODUCTION WIRING ASSEMBLY TO SAMPLE OR DRAWINGS. Complete standard and component units to assembly drawings. Contact M. S. Electricals, 52 Western Road, New Eltham, SE9 1SS. Tel: 01-850 8750.

CIRCOLEC

THE COMPLETE ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS SERVICE

Let us realise all or any part of your project from prototypes to production in pre-production and up to the finished item. Our service is as comprehensive as you require it to be.

COMPETITIVE PRICES AND COSTS, FULFILLMENT QUANTITIES.

For competitive prices and fast turnaround contact: CIRCOLEC, 1 Franciscan Road, Tooting, SW17. Telephone: 01-728 2203.

ARTICLES WANTED

TWIN TONE generators, resonators, transformers, equipment for commercial use, amateur use, high volume and low volume.

M & R RADIO SUPPLIES

535 King Road, Swanley, Kent. Tel: 01-406 5011

WANTED

For cash or exchange, any 12 volt, 24 volt, or 3 volt radio equipment. Contact The Life Electric, 103 Uscombe Rd, Berks. Tel: 01-877 9778.

SPOIL SPOT

For cash or exchange, any redundant items of equipment and components. Contact P. R. P. Radios, 9/9a Clopton Road, London SE17 7LD. Tel: 01-406 5011.

STORAGE SPACE SPARE one shelf in electronics equipment storage area. Only available for cash or exchange.

McDEANE ELECTRICALS LTD.

196 Station Parade
Ealing Common, London, W.5 Tel: 01-969 8712
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CAPACITY AVAILABLE

BATCH PRODUCTION WIRING AND ASSEMBLY TO SAMPLE OR DRAWINGS. Complete standard and component units to assembly drawings. Contact M. S. Electricals, 52 Western Road, New Eltham, SE9 1SS. Tel: 01-850 8750.

REMITTANCE VALUE ENCLOSED
SAFGAN presents DT-400 series from £159 + V.A.T.
HIGH QUALITY DUAL TRACES OSCILLOSCOPES
A BRITISH PRODUCT EVERYONE CAN AFFORD

Model DT-410 DUAL TRACES
5mv/div 10MHz @ £159 + VAT

Model DT-411 DUAL TRACES
5mv/div 12MHz @ £172 + VAT

Model DT-415 DUAL TRACES
5mv/div 15MHz @ £185 + VAT

SPECIFICATION FOR ALL MODELS

- CH1, CH2: 5mv/div \( \rightarrow \) 20/div in 12 (1-3-5-7)
- BANDWIDTH: 10MHz (DT-410), 12MHz (DT-411)
- TIME BASE: 0.25ms/div – 150ms in 1 step
- X5 Multiple in / 15
- X5 FACTOR, metro X = CH1, CH2

- TRIGGER: Level Control, 1 Slope, Bright Line AUTO
- NORMAL, TV Triggering CH1, C42 0.3 ms, EXT Trigger 100ms
- 2 Multiverns
- Cat output grade compensation
- Granit blue rated 8 x 10 (6 x 20) or 8 x 20
- SIZE: H:215mm W:183mm D:228mm Weight 4.5 kg

PRICE: £159 – £185 – £185 + VAT

Orders to: SAFGAN ELECTRONICS LTD.
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A massive new catalogue from Maplin that's bigger and better than ever before. If you ever buy electronic components this is the one catalogue you must not be without. Over 300 pages, it's a comprehensive guide to electronic components with thousands of photographs and illustrations and page after page of invaluable data. We stock just about every useful component you can think of. In fact, well over 5000 different lines, many of them hard to get from anywhere else. Hundreds and hundreds of fascinating new lines, more data, more pictures and a new layout to help you find things more quickly.

Maplin Electronic Supplies Ltd.

All mail to: PO Box 1, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8BJ, Telephone: 0702 554152, Telex: 0702 552911.

35351 King Street, Hawthorne, London W8, Telephone: (01) 748 0926, 26 London Road, Wessington, S.E., Telephone: Southend (0702) 554000, Name and Address.

Post this coupon now for your copy of our 1981 catalogue price £1.

Please send me a copy of your 330 page catalogue.

I enclose £1 (Plus 25p p&p). If I am not completely satisfied I may return the catalogue to you and have my money refunded. If you send the outside the UK £1.68 or 12 International Reply Coupons.

I enclose £1.25.

Name.

Address.
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Afterthought...or after thought?

When you think about the adverse effects of your tape head becoming magnetized, as it inevitably will—loss of high frequency response and undue background noise—the solution becomes obvious. Demagnetization.

The Bib Tape Head Demagnetizer is BSI approved, simple to use and suitable for both reel to reel and cassette machines. A probe is merely brought to within a few millimetres of the tape head and held there for about 3 seconds—so there is no risk of damaging the head itself. And, if used regularly, you can be sure of getting the best possible reproduction from your tape machine.

Don't wait until you can actually hear the problem. Think about preventing it now with a Bib Tape Head Demagnetizer—part of the Bib Audiophile range of quality audio maintenance products. Displayed in leading department stores and specialist audio dealers, the Bib Audiophile Centre contains all you need to keep your audio equipment in peak condition.

Ref. 90-AE.
RRP £8.74 inc. VAT.

Bib® Audiophile Edition

Bib Hi-Fi Accessories Ltd.,
Kelsey House, Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire. HP2 4RQ. Telephone: (0442) 61291 Telex: 826437
Bib Hi-Fi Accessories Inc. 1751 Jay Ell Drive, Richardson, Texas 75081 USA. Telephone (214) 238 1224 Telex 792961.
Bib Hi-Fi Accessories, 43 Birmingham Street, Alexandria, New South Wales, Australia 2015. Telephone 67 2750 Telex 20779.
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www.americanradiohistory.com